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Thursday, February 21, 2019

Location: Consortium for Ocean Leadership

8:00AM: Coffee and Light Breakfast

8:30AM: Opening Remarks: Robert Cowen and Robert Dickey

9:00AM: Setting the Public Policy Environment for the Ocean, Coastal, and Great Lakes Research and Education Community: Joel Widder and Meg Thompson, Federal Science Partners

9:45AM: First Session: Mr. Deerin Babb-Brott, Principal Assistant Director, Oceans and Environment, Office of Science and Technology Policy

10:30AM: Second Session: Appropriations Outlook: Mr. Matt Womble and Mr. Blaise Sheridan, Professional Staff Members, Senate Commerce-Justice-Science Appropriations Subcommittee

11:30AM: Third Session: NOAA Update – Mr. Kevin Wheeler, Deputy Chief of Staff, NOAA

12:15PM: Break – Get Lunch, Return to Conference Room

12:30PM: Working Lunch with Coastal Intelligence Panel:
Dr. Peter McCartney, NSF Division of Biological Infrastructure
Dr. Dan Thornhill, NSF Program Director for Biological Oceanography
Ms. Erica Seiden, Program Director, Ecosystems and NERRS Program
Mr. Carl Gouldman, Director, IOOS Program

2:00PM: Fourth Session: Mr. Brian Stone, Chief of Staff, National Science Foundation

2:45PM: Fifth Session: NOPP & ONR Update – Dr. Reginald Beach, Office of Naval Research, Department of the Navy

3:45PM: Break

4:00PM: Sixth Session: Ocean, Coastal, and Great Lakes Legislation in the 116th Congress – Rachel Gentile, Professional Staff Member, House Water, Ocean, and Wildlife Subcommittee
4:45PM:  Seventh Speaker:  Dr. Terry Quinn, NSF Division Director, Ocean Sciences:  Coastlines and People
5:45PM:  NAML Reception
6:30PM:  Dinner – on your own

Friday, February 22, 2019

Location:  Consortium for Ocean Leadership

8:30 AM  Opening Remarks – Bob Cowen
New Members
Executive Board Membership

8:45 AM  De-Briefing of Public Policy Meeting – Bob Dickey/Bob Cowen/Joel Widder/Meg Thompson/NAML Membership

9:30 AM  Discussion of Public Policy Agenda and Related Topics – Bob Dickey
Agenda
Testimony/Hearings
Capitol Hill Briefing
Legislation
Other Issues

10:15 AM  NAML Business Meeting
REPORTS
TREASURER
MEMBERSHIP
EDUCATION COMMITTEE
DATA INTEGRATION
SCIENCE COMMUNICATION
FEDERAL SCIENCE PARTNERS RETAINER
OBFS/NAML – BROCHURE
MARS/WAMS
BIENNIAL NAML MTG – HMSC
OLD/NEW BUSINESS

11:45 AM  Regional Meetings:  WAML, SAML, NEAMGLL

12:30 PM  Regional Meetings Report Out

1:00 PM  Adjourn
Biographical Sketches of the Speakers

Mr. Deerin Babb-Brott is the Principal Assistant Director for Oceans and Environment at the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy. He also serves as the Executive Director of the Ocean Policy Committee, established by Executive Order 13840 to coordinate Federal agency engagement in ocean policy matters. Deerin previously served as the first Director of the National Ocean Council and led development of the final U.S. National Ocean Policy Implementation Plan. Between terms at the White House, he was a senior partner at SeaPlan, where he provided technical and policy support for public and private sector ocean and coastal management initiatives. Previously, Deerin was Assistant Secretary for Ocean and Coastal Zone Management in Massachusetts, where he directed the state coastal program and led teams that developed the Massachusetts Ocean Management Plan and Federal Wind Energy Areas. He also served as Assistant Secretary for Environmental Impact Review in Massachusetts, where he managed the review of development projects, including joint state-Federal review of major marine infrastructure such as Cape Wind and offshore LNG terminals. Deerin received a B.A. in Government and Environmental Studies from Bowdoin College.

Mr. Matthew (Matt) Womble is a professional staff member of the U.S. Senate Appropriations Committee, where he works on the Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies. In this role, Womble oversees funding for agencies at the Department of Commerce, including the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and the National Institute of Standards and Technology, among others. Womble was a 2016 John H. Knauss Sea Grant Fellow, during which he worked in the office of the NOAA Chief Scientist and spearheaded efforts to evaluate and improve NOAA’s Research and Development portfolio. Following the fellowship, Womble remained at NOAA and worked in the Office of the NOAA Administrator and at the National Water Center in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. Mr. Womble is originally from Ocean Springs, Mississippi. He earned his BSc in Wildlife, Fisheries, and Aquaculture Science from Mississippi State University in 2012, and an MSc in Parasitology from Auburn University School of Fisheries, Aquaculture, and Aquatic Sciences in 2015.

Mr. Blaise Sheridan is a Professional Staff Member on the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, and Science under the leadership of Senator Jeanne Shaheen. His portfolio includes the Department of Commerce and the related trade agencies, including the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Previously he served as a Legislative Assistant in the Offices of U.S. Senators Tina Smith (D-MN) and Al Franken (D-MN), where his portfolio included the Great Lakes, climate change, energy, agriculture, and innovation issues. He also served as the lead advisor to the Senators on the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources. Prior to this position, he served as Legislative Aide for Senator Chris Coons (D-DE), where he covered ocean, energy, environment, and transportation issues. Before his Senate tenure, he worked at the Environmental and Energy Study Institute (EESI) as a Climate and Energy Policy Associate. He has a Master’s Degree in Marine Policy from University of Delaware and a B.S. in Engineering from Swarthmore College.

Mr. Kevin Wheeler is the Deputy Chief of Staff in the office of the Under Secretary, where he is responsible for developing policy positions on behalf of the NOAA Administrator. Kevin has spent more than 20 years working in environmental science and policy positions in Washington
Previously, Kevin served as Executive Director for the Seafood Harvesters of America, Vice President of the Consortium for Ocean Leadership, and Director of Federal Relations for Brown University. Kevin also worked on the Science Committee for the U.S. House of Representatives, served as the Special Assistant to the Director of the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, and also worked on Capitol Hill as Press Secretary and Legislative Assistant to Congressman Sherwood Boehlert. Kevin holds advanced degrees in Environmental Management and Public Administration from Duke and Binghamton Universities respectively.

**Dr. Peter McCartney** – Dr. McCartney has been a program director in the NSF Division of Biological Sciences since 2006, managing the Advances in Biological Informatics and Field Stations and Marine Labs programs. He has also participated in the management of numerous cross-cutting programs related to Cyberinfrastructure including Software Infrastructure for Sustained Innovation (Si2), Data Infrastructure Building Blocks (DIBBS), Cyber-enabled Discovery and Innovation (CDI) and DataNet. Prior to NSF he was Director of Informatics at the Global Institute for Sustainability at Arizona State University where he directed data management and software development projects in ecology, biodiversity, sustainability, and archaeology.

**Dr. Daniel Thornhill** is a permanent program officer at the National Science Foundation where he co-manages the Biological Oceanography and Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER) Programs. He is the primary program manager of the marine-focused LTER sites. His expertise is in benthic ecology - especially in coral reef and deep sea ecosystems, population genetics, conservation biology, and animal-microbial symbioses. Dr. Thornhill conducted his doctoral dissertation work at the University of Georgia (2005) and did a postdoctoral fellowship at Auburn University (2006-2008), where he continues to maintain a faculty affiliation and conducts research on a variety of topics, mostly centering on the ecology of coral reef ecosystems. Before coming to NSF, Dr. Thornhill worked as an assistant professor at Bowdoin College in Maine (2008-2010) and as biologist at the conservation NGO Defenders of Wildlife (2011-2014).

**Mr. Carl Gouldman** took the helm as Director of the U.S. Integrated Ocean Observing System (IOOS®) Office in February 2017. Prior to becoming the director, Carl served as the Deputy Director of the program since June 2014 and has been in NOAA since 2000. U.S. IOOS is our eyes on the ocean, coasts, and Great Lakes, and we are an integrated network of people and technology gathering observing data and developing tracking and predictive tools to benefit the economy, the environment, and public safety at home, across the nation, and around the globe. Before NOAA, Carl spent 3 years in the education department at the Chesapeake Bay Foundation where he led field programs teaching students about bay ecology and conservation. He holds a B.S. in political science from Duke University and a Masters (MEM) in Coastal Environmental Management from the Nicholas School of the Environment and Earth Sciences at Duke.

**Ms. Erica Seiden** is the director of the National Estuarine Research Reserve System and program manager for the Ecosystems Program within NOAA's Office for Coastal Management. In this role, Erica provides leadership and oversight for the administration of the National Estuarine Research Reserve System, as well as other habitat protection initiatives. She provides direction on program planning, execution, and coordination of expertise to support implementation. Prior
to working with the Reserve System, Erica worked on smart growth and brownfields policy issues for NOAA, and limnology studies for the Army Corps of Engineers. She has a keen interest in community and environmental sustainability both domestically and abroad and currently serves in a variety of capacities to support these concepts. She has an M.S. in Marine Biology with a focus on estuarine chemistry and dynamics.

**Mr. Brian W. Stone** is the Chief of Staff to the Director of the National Science Foundation (NSF). He serves as a principal advisor to the Director in policy development, short and long-range planning, cross-directorate activities, and provides high-level liaison with the White House and other Federal agencies. Having joined the Office of the Director in 2016, Mr. Stone previously served in the NSF Office of Polar Programs as the Section Head for Antarctic Infrastructure and Logistics, and as the Research Support Manager, where he was responsible for all operational logistics for the United States Antarctic Program (USAP). In addition to managing an annual budget of $260 million dollars, he was responsible for coordination with US Department of Defense, NOAA, NASA and a variety of Federal and international groups working in Antarctica. He also managed multiple contracts, including NSF’s largest award for operation and maintenance of the USAP.

Prior to entering Federal service in 2000, Mr. Stone worked in operations and logistics for the Antarctic prime support contractor between 1990 and 2000. He has twenty-five years of polar operations and remote-site logistics experience and has worked at all major sites of USAP operations, to include a three-year term as manager of operations in Christchurch, New Zealand from 1997-2000. Mr. Stone earned Bachelor of Arts degrees in biology and political science from Duke University, and a Masters in Business Administration from the George Washington University.

**Dr. Reginald A. Beach** is currently in his second posting as a program officer of the Littoral Geoscience and Optics Program at the office of Naval Research (ONR), the first was from 1997-1999 and he returned in January 2012. In this position, Dr. Beach sponsors basic and applied research to enable forecasting of coastal, inlet and river dynamics in denied areas (waves, currents, stratification, water depths/bathymetry, morphology changes), in support of Naval Special Warfare, Expeditionary Warfare, Mine Warfare, and Anti-Submarine Warfare. In the Naval S&T strategy, Littoral Geosciences falls under the thrust of *Assure Access to Maritime Battlespace*. A central challenge to the program is to initialize and forecast littoral dynamics in remote areas without ever having had a physical presence or giving away intent. As such, a considerable portion of the portfolio focuses on remote sensing, data fusion, data assimilation and high-resolution numerical modeling. From 2002-2006, Dr. Beach was Director of Research at the Consortium for Ocean Leadership, where he had management and oversight responsibilities for the program offices of the US National Oceanographic Partnership Program, the national and international Census of Marine Life programs, and other community-wide activities. From 2006-2012, Dr. Beach was the Senior Scientist for NOAA’s Ocean Exploration Program, responsible for the overall scientific direction and extramural grant program. As Senior Scientist he worked to expand the pace, scope and efficiency of ocean exploration, and formed and co-chaired national interagency committees on unmanned systems and biodiversity, both of which continue today.
Dr. Beach received his dual major B.S. in Physics and Marine Science from the University of Miami, his M.S. and Ph.D in Oceanography from the University of Washington and has held academic positions at Scripps Institute of Oceanography and Oregon State University.

**Dr. Rachel Gentile** is an ecologist and congressional policy professional with expertise in research, legislative drafting, and generating policy-relevant information from complex scientific findings or needs. Discerns priorities of multiple parties to achieve agreement and compromise. Maintains bipartisan partnerships for work on contentious policy issues. Balances long-term project goals with the daily demands of a busy congressional office. Dr. Gentile served from 2015 until 2019 in Rep. Alan Lowenthal’s office covering such issues as natural resources, ocean, coastal, wildlife, public lands, climate change, environment, renewable energy, agriculture and water policy. Dr. Gentile joined the Committee on Natural Resources in January 2019 and serves as Professional Staff Members on the Subcommittee on Water, Oceans, and Wildlife covering oceans, coastal, and wildlife policy issues.

**Dr. Terrance (Terry) Quinn** began serving as Director of the Division of Ocean Sciences at the National Science Foundation in July 2018. He is on leave from the University of Texas at Austin where he is a Professor in the Jackson School of Geosciences. Terry served as the director of the University of Texas Institute for Geophysics (UTIG) from 2009-2018. Terry completed his undergraduate degree at SUNY-Oneonta and earned his Ph.D. at Brown University. Following a post-doc at the University of Michigan, he started his academic career at the University of South Florida, where he was promoted to the rank of Professor in the College of Marine Science before moving to Texas. Dr. Quinn’s area of research expertise is paleoceanography and paleoclimatology, focused in the tropical and sub-tropical oceans. He has written or co-authored over 75 peer-reviewed papers, many of them with his graduate students. He was a lead author of a chapter in the 5th Assessment Report (AR5, 2013) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Dr. Quinn has served on several executive committees of the Integrated Ocean Discovery Program, and he has participated in three IODP expeditions in his career. He was a member of the Board of the Consortium for Ocean Leadership (COL) from 2008-2018. Dr. Quinn was named an Alumni of Distinction by SUNY-Oneonta in 2016.
Suggested Questions – Organized by Speaker or Session

First Session: Mr. Deerin Babb-Brott, Principal Assistant Director, Oceans and Environment, Office of Science and Technology Policy

The new Director of OSTP, Dr. Kelvin Droegemeier, is a meteorologist. What can you tell us about him, particularly his interest in climate research, as well as ocean, coastal, and Great Lakes research and education?

Now that the FY 2019 Appropriations bills have been signed into law and the specter of another shutdown has been put off until at least next year, can you highlight some of the key ocean, coastal and Great Lakes research and education initiatives the Administration will be able to support?

The overall non-defense discretionary budget environment looks pretty dismal for FY 2020. What should we be prepared for when it comes to ocean and coastal research funding when the budget is released next month?

We hear a lot of talk from NOAA about the “blue economy” and it does appear that a substantial amount of effort was expended by the agencies in the development of the new update of federal ocean science priorities. Yet the OMB-OSTP memorandum on FY 2020 R&D priorities had very little to say about these issues. What priority does the Administration place on ocean sciences and technology?

We know you cannot say much about the FY 2020 President’s budget since it has not been released yet. But in the requests for FY 2017, FY 2018, and FY 2019 the research programs of the agencies that make up the Subcommittee on Ocean Science and Technology (SOST) have seen budget proposals that call for significant reductions in many programs. Can you discuss the Administration’s rationale for those proposals and can you give us a reason to expect something different when the FY 2020 budget is released?

Can you discuss the Executive Order the Administration released back in June on ocean policy and how it differs from the previous EO on ocean policy? For example, is there still a National Ocean Council and how is it functioning?

Can you talk a bit about the process the agencies went through, under the leadership of OSTP, in drafting, reviewing and considering the comments, and then finalizing the report -Science and Technology for America’s Oceans: A Decadal Vision?

NAML submitted comments on the draft version of Science and Technology for America’s Oceans: A Decadal Vision. Can you tell us how the comments you received on the draft report were addressed in the final version of the report?

**********
Second Session: Mr. Matt Womble, Majority Professional Staff Member; Mr. Blaise Sheridan, Minority Professional Staff Member, Senate Commerce, Justice, Science Appropriations Subcommittee

Can you give us a sense of the budget environment the Committee and Subcommittee will be dealing with as you start to draft your FY 2020 appropriations recommendations?

As you know, NAML’s issues relate to the research and education programs supported by the science agencies within your subcommittee – namely NOAA, NSF, and NASA. In what ways can NAML most effectively make its case for the importance of these programs given all the other competing needs within your subcommittee?

Within the NAML network we have access to a great deal of expertise related to ocean and coastal matters such as harmful algal bloom, data collection and adaptive management strategies, aquaculture, etc. Can you give us a sense of which ocean and coastal issues are most likely to be on the minds of your Senators and how NAML could be useful to you and the Subcommittee on these and other relevant issues?

**********

Third Session: Mr. Kevin Wheeler, Deputy Chief of Staff, NOAA

Now that the FY 2019 Appropriations bills have been signed into law and the specter of another shutdown has been put off until at least next year, can you highlight some of the key ocean, coastal and Great Lakes research and education initiatives NOAA will be able to support?

The overall non-defense discretionary budget environment for FY 2020 is pretty dismal. What should we be prepared for when NOAA releases its FY 2020 budget next month?

Both the Department of Commerce and NOAA make aquaculture a key priority. At the same time, the Administration did propose to eliminate the Sea Grant program in FY 2018 and extramural competitive merit-based research effort in marine aquaculture. The Congress went another way. In FY 2019, NOAA offered a similar proposal and Congress appears to have rejected that one too. Will aquaculture likely remain a high priority for NOAA and should we anticipate that Sea Grant and other extramural grant programs will be treated in FY 2020 the way they were in FY18 and FY19?

In addition to Sea Grant, aquaculture research and the Knauss program, the NOAA budget has in the past proposed substantial reductions in many other extramural ocean, coastal, and Great Lakes programs such as the Prescott program, NOAA education programs, arctic research, coastal resilience grants, and NERRS. On top of that, NOAA has sought authority (see p. Exhibit 32-1 of the Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Justification of Estimates to the Committees on Appropriations) “to... receive and expend funds made available on a consensual basis from... any...international or intergovernmental organization, public or private organization, or individual...” This would exacerbate a problem created by the proposed termination of many NOAA extramural programs by enabling NOAA to
compete against many of the lab directors in this room for scarce non-federal and private sector support. Can you help us understand NOAA’s rationale for these program and policy proposals?

The NAML public policy agenda emphasizes such issues as: aquaculture and seafood security; oceanographic exploration and technology development to advance national security, commerce, and domestic energy needs; data collection and adaptive management strategies; comprehensive understanding of ecosystems; and place-based education and training. In what ways do you see these issues intersecting with NOAA’s agenda?

NAML is strongly supportive of NOAA and the critical partnership role it plays in providing valuable environmental information that enables marine labs to conduct research and carry out vital education activities in the coastal areas where we are located. NAML members want very much to be active supporters of NOAA as we communicate with our local elected officials. How can NAML be helpful to NOAA in making the case to decision makers on both ends of Pennsylvania Avenue?

Can you describe the role NOAA played in the development of the *Science and Technology for America’s Oceans: A Decadal Vision* report and the views of the community, such as the comments NAML submitted were addressed?

**********

**Fourth Session: Mr. Brian Stone, Chief of Staff, National Science Foundation**

Now that the FY 2019 Appropriations bills have been signed into law and the specter of another shutdown has been put off until at least next year, can you highlight some of the key ocean, coastal and Great Lakes research and education initiatives NSF will be able to support?

The overall non-defense discretionary budget environment for FY 2020 is pretty dismal. We know that earlier this year OMB called on all agencies to propose significant reductions in their FY 2020 budget plans. What should we be prepared for when the NSF budget is released next month?

Can you talk about how the NSF’s Big Ideas came about? Did they come as proposals from the research community or did they come from initiatives launched by NSF leadership?

NAML steadfastly supports NSF and its support via the merit process for research, infrastructure and education activities. One of the NSF’s Big Ideas is Mid-Scale Infrastructure. Infrastructure is particularly important for each of our laboratories. In what ways do you see marine labs being able to take advantage of this new NSF initiative? What are the key criteria for the Mid-Scale Infrastructure program?

The NAML public policy agenda emphasizes such issues as: aquaculture and seafood security; oceanographic exploration and technology development to advance national security, commerce, and domestic energy needs; data collection and adaptive management strategies;
comprehensive understanding of ecosystems; and place-based education and training. In what ways do you see these issues intersecting with NSF’s agenda?

NAML labs are particularly well suited for both formal and informal education activities. They were called out in the National Academies’ *Sea Change* report as cost effective and vital research assets within the ocean and coastal research enterprise. Support for infrastructure is vitally needed for marine labs to continue to be that vital research asset. For quite a long time the NSF’s program called Improvements to Biological Field Stations and Marine Laboratories (FSML) has been flat funded annually at about $4 million. What recommendations would you have for NAML that could lead to expanded NSF support for this important program?

NAML members are interested in being considered for appointments to the National Science Board as well relevant NSF advisory committees and task forces. What advice would you have for us that would lead to additional opportunities to serve in those capacities?

*****************

**Fifth Session: NOPP & ONR Update – Dr. Reginald Beach, Office of Naval Research, Department of the Navy**

Can you provide us with some advice on how best to interact with ONR program directors for the purpose of understanding ONR needs and matching them to relevant research expertise within the NAML research community?

Where do you see the NOPP program going and how can NAML labs participate in the NOPP program?

Are there ways in which NAML can assist ONR and/or the NOPP program in our own interactions with decision and policy makers?

*****************

**Sixth Session: Ocean, Coastal, and Great Lakes Legislation in the 116th Congress – Ms. Rachel Gentile, Professional Staff Member, House Water, Ocean, and Wildlife Subcommittee**

How can NAML be assistance to the Committee in its pursuit of its ocean, coastal and Great Lakes agenda?

The NAML public policy agenda emphasizes such issues as: aquaculture and seafood security; oceanographic exploration and technology development to advance national security, commerce, and domestic energy needs; data collection and adaptive management strategies; comprehensive understanding of ecosystems; and place-based education and training. In what ways do you see the Subcommittee addressing these and related issues in the coming months?
Can you give us a preview of the legislation you expect the Subcommittee will be taking up in the coming months and how can NAML position itself to be used as an information asset for the Subcommittee?

***********************

**Seventh Speaker: Dr. Terry Quinn, NSF Division Director, Ocean Sciences: Coastlines and People**

You joined NSF about six months ago. Can you give us impressions of the NSF now that you have had six months — some of it fairly chaotic -- within which to get yourself organized?

Now that the FY 2019 Appropriations bills have been signed into law and the specter of another shutdown has been put off until at least next year, can you highlight some of the key ocean, coastal and Great Lakes research and education initiatives the Ocean Sciences Division will be able to support?

The overarching non-defense discretionary budget environment for FY 2020 looks pretty dismal. What should we be prepared for when NSF releases its FY 2020 budget next month?

The NAML public policy agenda emphasizes such issues as: aquaculture and seafood security; oceanographic exploration and technology development to advance national security, commerce, and domestic energy needs; data collection and adaptive management strategies; comprehensive understanding of ecosystems; and place-based education and training. In what ways do you see these issues intersecting with NSF’s agenda?

Can you talk about how the NSF’s Big Ideas came about? Did they come as proposals from the research community or did they come from initiatives launched by NSF leadership?

NAML steadfastly supports NSF and its support via the merit process for research, infrastructure and education activities. One of the NSF’s Big Ideas is Mid-Scale Infrastructure. Infrastructure is particularly important for each of our laboratories. In what ways do you see marine labs being able to take advantage of this new NSF initiative? What are the key criteria for the Mid-Scale Infrastructure program?

NAML labs are particularly well suited for both formal and informal education activities. They were called out in the National Academies’ *Sea Change* report as cost effective and vital research assets within the ocean and coastal research enterprise. Support for infrastructure is vitally needed for marine labs to continue to be that vital research asset. For quite a long time the NSF’s program called Improvements to Biological Field Stations and Marine Laboratories (FSML) has been flat funded annually at about $4 million. What recommendations would you have for NAML that could lead to expanded NSF support for this important program?

NAML members are interested in being considered for appointments to the National Science Board as well relevant NSF advisory committees and task forces. What advice would you have for us that would lead to additional opportunities to serve in those capacities?
Date: February 2019

RE: Summary of FY 2019 Appropriations for Selected Science, Technology, and Education Programs

From: Meg Thompson and Joel Widder, Co-Founders and Partners, Federal Science Partners

On February 13, 2019, House and Senate negotiators reached an agreement on a border security package that includes $1.4 billion for physical barriers within an overall Homeland Security bill that totals $49.4 billion in regular spending plus additional funds set aside for future disaster-related emergencies. The final bill also includes the six other domestic appropriations bills: Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration, and Related Agencies; Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies; Financial Services and General Government; Interior, Environment, and Related Agencies; State, Foreign Operations, and Related Programs; and Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies. The President signed this legislation, called the Consolidate Appropriations Act for 2019, into law on February 15 thereby bring to a close the protracted FY 2019 appropriations process nearly half way through the fiscal year.

The actual bill language for the Consolidate Appropriations Act for 2019 can be found here. The accompanying Joint Explanatory Statement for the entire FY 2019 consolidated appropriations bill can be found here. A summary of selected science, technology, education, and conservation program funding decisions within these bills is below.

The House and Senate moved quickly to pass this omnibus appropriations measure and send it to the White House in advance of the expiration of the current continuing resolution set to expire at midnight on February 15. Signing the omnibus appropriations measure into law provides funding to all the agencies covered in these seven bills for the balance of FY 2019.

Left out of the omnibus spending agreement for 2019 is a $12 billion disaster supplemental appropriations measure. More than a dozen Senators from both parties have gone on record with Congressional leaders insisting that the disaster supplemental appropriations bill be put to a floor vote as soon as the Congress returns from a 10 day recess the week of February 25.

As for FY 2020, the Administration is expected to release its FY 2020 budget request beginning on March 11 with an overview. More FY 2020 budget details are expected to be released the following week.
Science, Technology, Education and Related Issues: Highlights from the Consolidated Appropriations Act for 2019

Commerce-Justice-Science (CJS) Conference Agreement – The CJS title of the Consolidated Appropriations Act includes funding for NOAA, NSF, NASA, OSTP, the rest of the Department of Commerce, and other agencies.

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) – For NOAA the agreement includes a total $5.4 billion for FY 2019 which is $872 million more than the Administration’s request. NOAA operations, research and facilities will increase to $3.6 billion which is $61 million more than FY 2018 and $659 million more than the request.

National Ocean Service operations are to be funded at $581.6 million, 3.6% above last year. Within that total, Navigation, Observations and Positioning would be funded at $156.5 million, 1.5% above last year, the IOOS program grows by 10% with $1.5 for regional ocean partnerships or their equivalent to enhance capacity for sharing and integration of Federal and non-Federal data to support regional coastal, ocean, and Great Lakes priorities as outlined in Executive Order 13840, coastal science, assessment, response & restoration is funded at $77.5 million which is about 3% above FY 2018, the related competitive external research program grows to $18 million of which $5 million is for harmful algal blooms research in marine and freshwater habitats, coastal zone management grants is funded at $75.5 million instead of being zeroed out as requested by the Administration, the Coastal Zone Management program is funded at $43.5 million, and the Title IX (coastal resilience grants program) is funded at $30 million instead of being terminated as requested by the Administration. Marine debris funded is increased by $500K over last year. The Coral Reef program is funded at $27.6 million, a 4% increase over FY18, Sanctuaries and Marine Protected Areas is funded at $55.5 million, a 2% increase over FY18, and the National Estuarine Research Reserve System is funded at $27 million, 8% over the FY18 level.

The National Marine Fisheries Services (NMFS) operations are funded at $908.8 million which is about 3% over FY 2018. This funding includes the restoration of the Prescott grants program, modest increases in enforcement and training for IUU related activities. NMFS Aquaculture is funded at $15 million, a 6% increase over FY 2018.

Within the Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research (OAR), the agreement includes $525 million for research, operations and facilities in lieu of the Administration’s request of $296 million. Total OAR climate research is funded at $159 million instead of the requested $99 million including $38 million for regional climate data and information; the National Sea Grant College Program is funded at a total of $80 million of which $12 million is for marine aquaculture. The Administration had proposed to terminate the Sea Grant program for FY 2019. The conference agreement also includes $5.5 million for NOAA’s participation in the National Oceanographic Research Partnership program and $13 million for continued support for integrated ocean acidification research. The U.S. Weather Research Program is funded at
$13.1 million while the related Joint Technology Transfer Initiative is funded at $20 million. Funding for the OAR Labs and Cooperative Institutes was also maintained: the climate Labs CIs are funded at $61 million; the Weather Labs and CIs are funded at $86 million; and the Ocean, Coastal, and Great Lakes Labs and CIs are funded at $36 million.

Within the National Weather Service, overall operations are funded at $1 billion, about 1% over last year. The National Mesonet Program is funded at $19 million, the Advanced Weather Interactive Processing System (AWIPS) is fully funded at the request level, and the conference agreement provides an additional $1.5 million for National Water Center operations.

NOAA Education programs are funded at a total of $28.5 million including $7.5 million for BWET regional programs; $16 million for NOAA Education Partnerships with Minority Serving Institutions; and $5 million for NOAA’s Education program base. This is in lieu of the Administration’s proposal to terminate all NOAA education activities.

National Science Foundation (NSF) – The conference agreement provides NSF with a total of $8.1 billion, a 4% increase over FY 18. Within this total, the agreement provides Research and Related Activities (RRA) with $6.5 billion, a 3% increase over FY18. The Major Research Equipment and Facilities Construction Account is funded at $295.7 million which includes $127 million for continuing the construction of three Regional Class Research Vessels along with the Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope, the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope and $103.7 million for the Antarctic Infrastructure Modernization for Science (AIMS) project. By providing the funding for AIMS in the MREFC account, as proposed initially by the Senate, instead of the RRA account as proposed by the Administration, this frees up about $100 million for additional research activities.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) – The conference agreement provides NASA with a total of $21.5 billion or 4% more than FY 2018. NASA Science is up by 11% to $6.9 billion of which $1.9 billion is for earth science; $2.8 billion for planetary science, 24% increase over FY 18; $1.2 billion for astrophysics including $98.3 million for Hubble and $45 million for education and public outreach. The agreement provides $312.2 million for the Wide-Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST) and $304.6 million for the James Webb Space Telescope. The agreement also adjusts the spending cap for JWST to $8.8 billion, an increase of $802.7 million to accommodate recent cost overruns and schedule delays.

Interior-EPA Appropriations Conference Agreement

U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) – The conference agreement provides the USGS with a total of $1.2 billion, this is $301 million more than the Administration’s request and $12 million more than FY 2018. Within this overall total: the National Geospatial Program is funded at a total of $69.5 million which is $1.6 million over last year and $18.6 million more than the Administration requested; National Cooperative Geological Mapping is funded at $24.4 million which is $2 million more than the request; Water Resources Research Act Program is funded at $6.5 million, the same amount as FY 2018; Earthquake Hazards is funded at $83.4 million, $32.4
million more than the Administration’s request; Volcano Hazards is funded at $30.3 million, $8 million more than the request; and Landslide hazards is funded at $3.5 million. The National and regional climate adaptation centers program is funded at $25.3 million which is $12.3 million more than the request. In Core Science Systems, the agreement provides an increase of $1.5 million for 3D Elevation Program National Enhancement and a total of $7.8 for Alaska Mapping and Map Modernization. Mineral and energy resources is funded at $89 million which is $9 million more than last year and reflects growing concerns with availability and processing of critical minerals. Within this total amount the agreement provides $9.6 million for a new Three-Dimensional mapping and Economic Empowerment program.
Ocean, Coastal, and Great Lakes Research Priorities – Global ocean systems, including the Great Lakes and coastal zones of the world are predominant geophysical and biologically diverse features of our planet. Their roles in regulating global climate and life support are existential functions that leave much to be discovered and understood. The ocean science & technology enterprise exists to advance our knowledge of these dynamic systems, and the ways in which their physical, chemical, geological and biological attributes have changed, and will change again, over time. Accordingly, the research & development, observations, modeling and knowledge dissemination by the ocean science & technology community are critical to understanding and managing our ocean, coastal, and Great Lakes resources. The National Association of Marine Laboratories (NAML) strongly urges the Nation’s decision makers to significantly strengthen the Federal Government’s investment in extramural, merit-based, competitive research, infrastructure, and education programs at NSF, NOAA, NASA, EPA, DOI, and other ocean, coastal, and Great Lakes related agencies. Investments through these agencies enable the development of knowledge, a diverse workforce and the technological innovations needed to power the nation’s economy, create jobs, improve health, and strengthen national security. NAML recommends expanded support for Federal agencies and programs that address the security-related issues in this Agenda. Expanded support in the form of research, infrastructure, and education must be focused on:

- U.S.-based aquaculture to reduce the ever-increasing demand for foreign imports, to advance seafood security and opportunities for economic growth;
- Oceanographic and geochemical exploration and associated technology development to advance national security, commerce and domestic energy independence;
- Data collection and adaptive management strategies to increase productivity and sustainability of marine fisheries and social-economic productivity of U.S. exclusive economic zones;
- Comprehensive understanding of ecosystems which support fisheries and other social-economic drivers;
- Defining the impacts and causative factors for shifting environmental regimes to inform risk management of critical defense, transportation, civic and business infrastructure along U.S. coastlines; and
- Discovery and innovation in biological, chemical, geological and physical marine sciences to support advancement of human and environment health and social-economic objectives.

The Importance of Oceans, Coasts, and Great Lakes to National, Economic, and Environmental Security -- The future well-being of the U.S. is in large part dependent on our ocean, coastal, and Great Lakes resources:

- The U.S. ocean economy, which includes six economic sectors that depend on the ocean, is estimated to have contributed more than $320 billion to the U.S. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and supported 3.2 million jobs directly dependent on these resources in 2015;
- 42% of the U.S. labor force is employed in coastal watersheds;
- In 2014, counties adjacent to the shore contributed 43% percent of the U.S. GDP;
- The offshore mineral industry contributed over 170,000 jobs in 2013 and $122 billion, the majority of which was predominantly from the oil and gas sector;
- Approximately 88,000 square miles of the Nation’s coastal wetlands provide nursery areas for commercially harvested fish and places of refuge for migrating birds;
- In 2015, the commercial and recreational fishing industry supported 1.6 million jobs and contributed $208 billion in sales to the U.S. economy; and
- Ocean measurements, observations, and forecasting generate about $7 billion in revenues annually.

The oceans are a primary source of food for over one billion people; a globally significant regulator of the earth’s weather and climate; the basic source of water for the hydrologic cycle; a recycling agent that absorbs carbon dioxide and produces oxygen; and home to many thousands of flora and fauna, many with pharmaceutical value.
America is a major consumer of aquaculture products. The United States currently imports more than 90% of its seafood, leading to a $14 billion seafood trade deficit. Given that the World Bank projects a nearly 50% increase in worldwide fish consumption between 2006 and 2030, the United States has an opportunity to meet this demand, ensure food security, create new industries, and provide jobs by maximizing sustainable wild and aquaculture harvest. NAML laboratories are leaders in developing and supporting innovative methods that will improve and encourage U.S. aquaculture products that complement and help sustain existing wild-capture commercial fisheries.

America’s coastlines and offshore areas contain untapped renewable and non-renewable energy sources to help power the Nation and much of the world. In addition to generating electricity, power generated at sea (from waves, currents, or wind) could be used to serve the needs of other existing or emerging ocean industries (aquaculture, ocean mineral mining, oceanographic research, or military missions).

These are a few of the issues that can be addressed through a vibrant ocean science and technology enterprise – that is in a significant way fueled by the talent, capabilities and national network of NAML laboratories.

**Conclusion** -- The national network of Marine and Great Lakes science laboratories are place-based national assets. Their geographic reach includes estuaries, the coastal zone, the Great Lakes and inland watersheds, all the oceans of the world including polar regions, and the sea floor. They connect scientists, students, public and civic leaders with leading edge science, environmental intelligence, and professional training that contributes to the management and stewardship of our oceans, coastal zones and Great Lakes. The intersection of ocean, coastal zone and Great Lakes natural resources and U.S. economic activity is complex and highly interdependent. The U.S. depends on healthy marine and freshwater resources, yet many human activities and natural events have the potential to damage these resources, putting jobs, wages and gross domestic product (as well as human health and well-being) at risk. Marine laboratories operate at this interface of human socioeconomics and the natural aquatic world. They provide access to the full spectrum of marine and Great Lakes habitats.

Marine and Great Lakes science laboratories play pivotal roles in the national priorities identified in *Science and Technology for America’s Oceans: A Decadal Vision* (published in November 2018 by the interagency Subcommittee on Ocean Science and Technology [SOST]) and the National Academies’ *Sea Change: 2015-2025 Decadal Survey of Ocean Sciences*. These reports emphasize the need to understand oceans in the earth system, promote the blue economy, and advance monitoring and predictive modeling capabilities. NAML laboratories bring a high degree of relevance to these national priorities at lower cost, higher return on investment and with the important benefit of training succeeding generations of marine and related science professionals.

For more information about NAML and its public policy activities, please contact:

**Dr. Robert Cowen**  
President, NAML  
Director, Hatfield Marine Science Center  
Oregon State University  
2030 SE Marine Science Drive  
Newport, Oregon 97365  
541-867-0211  
robert.cowen@oregonstate.edu

**Dr. Robert Dickey**  
Chairman, NAML Committee on Public Policy  
Director, Marine Science Institute  
University of Texas at Austin  
750 Channel View Drive  
Port Aransas, TX 78373  
361-749-6730  
robert.dickey@utexas.edu

---

*The National Association of Marine Laboratories (NAML) is a nonprofit organization representing the ocean, coastal and Great Lakes interests of member laboratories that employ thousands of scientists, engineers and professionals nationwide. NAML labs conduct high quality research and education in the natural and social sciences and translate that science to improve decision-making on important issues facing local, state, regional, national and international entities.*
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By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the laws of the United States of America, it is hereby ordered as follows:

Section 1. Purpose. The ocean, coastal, and Great Lakes waters of the United States are foundational to the economy, security, global competitiveness, and well-being of the United States. Ocean industries employ millions of Americans and support a strong national economy. Domestic energy production from Federal waters strengthens the Nation's security and reduces reliance on imported energy. Our Armed Forces protect our national interests in the ocean and along the Nation's coasts. Goods and materials that support our economy and quality of life flow through maritime commerce. Our fisheries resources help feed the Nation and present tremendous export opportunities. Clean, healthy waters support fishing, boating, and other recreational opportunities for all Americans.

This order maintains and enhances these and other benefits to the Nation through improved public access to marine data and information, efficient interagency coordination on ocean-related matters, and engagement with marine industries, the science and technology community, and other ocean stakeholders. To advance these national interests, this order recognizes and supports Federal participation in regional ocean partnerships, to the extent appropriate and consistent with national security interests and statutory authorities.
Sec. 2. Policy. It shall be the policy of the United States to:

(a) coordinate the activities of executive departments and agencies (agencies) regarding ocean-related matters to ensure effective management of ocean, coastal, and Great Lakes waters and to provide economic, security, and environmental benefits for present and future generations of Americans;

(b) continue to promote the lawful use of the ocean by agencies, including United States Armed Forces;

(c) exercise rights and jurisdiction and perform duties in accordance with applicable domestic law and — if consistent with applicable domestic law — international law, including customary international law;

(d) facilitate the economic growth of coastal communities and promote ocean industries, which employ millions of Americans, advance ocean science and technology, feed the American people, transport American goods, expand recreational opportunities, and enhance America’s energy security;

(e) ensure that Federal regulations and management decisions do not prevent productive and sustainable use of ocean, coastal, and Great Lakes waters;

(f) modernize the acquisition, distribution, and use of the best available ocean-related science and knowledge, in partnership with marine industries; the ocean science and technology community; State, tribal, and local governments; and other ocean stakeholders, to inform decisions and enhance entrepreneurial opportunity; and

(g) facilitate, as appropriate, coordination, consultation, and collaboration regarding ocean-related matters, consistent with applicable law, among Federal, State, tribal, and local governments, marine industries, the ocean science and technology community, other ocean stakeholders, and foreign governments and international organizations.

Sec. 3. Definitions. For the purposes of this order, the following definitions apply:
(a) “Ocean-related matters” means management, science, and technology matters involving the ocean, coastal, and Great Lakes waters of the United States (including its territories and possessions), and related seabed, subsoil, waters superadjacent to the seabed, and natural resources.

(b) “Regional ocean partnership” means a regional organization of coastal or Great Lakes States, territories, or possessions voluntarily convened by governors to address cross-jurisdictional ocean matters, or the functional equivalent of such a regional ocean organization designated by the governor or governors of a State or States.

Sec. 4. Interagency Coordination. (a) To ensure appropriate coordination by Federal agencies on ocean-related matters, there is hereby established the interagency Ocean Policy Committee (Committee).

(i) The Committee shall consist of the following:

(1) The Chairman of the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) and the Director of the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), who shall serve as Co-Chairs;

(2) The Secretary of State, Secretary of Defense, Attorney General, Secretary of the Interior, Secretary of Agriculture, Secretary of Commerce, Secretary of Transportation, Secretary of Energy, Secretary of Homeland Security, Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, Director of the Office of Management and Budget, Administrator of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Director of the National Science Foundation, Director of National Intelligence, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere, Assistant Secretary of the Army (Civil Works), and Commandant of the Coast Guard;

(3) The Assistants to the President for National Security Affairs, Homeland Security and Counterterrorism, Domestic Policy, and Economic Policy;

(4) A representative from the Office of the Vice President designated by the Vice President; and

(5) Such other officers or employees of the Federal Government as the Co-Chairs may from time to time designate.
(b) The Co-Chairs, in coordination with the Assistants to the President for National Security Affairs, Homeland Security and Counterterrorism, Domestic Policy, and Economic Policy, shall regularly convene and preside at meetings of the Committee, determine its agenda, and direct its work, and shall establish and direct subcommittees of the Committee as appropriate. The Committee shall, as appropriate, establish subcommittees with responsibility for advising the Committee on matters pertaining to ocean science and technology and ocean-resource management.

(i) Committee members may designate, to perform their Committee or subcommittee functions, any person who is within their department, agency, or office who is:

(1) a civilian official appointed by the President;

(2) a member of the Senior Executive Service or the Senior Intelligence Service;

(3) a general officer or flag officer; or

(4) an employee of the Office of the Vice President.

(ii) Consistent with applicable law and subject to the availability of appropriations, OSTP or CEQ shall provide the Committee with funding, including through the National Science and Technology Council pursuant to title VII, section 723 of the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2018 (Public Law 115-141), or any successor provision, or through the Office of Environmental Quality pursuant to the Office of Environmental Quality Management Fund, 42 U.S.C. 4375. OSTP or CEQ shall, to the extent permitted by law and subject to the availability of appropriations, provide administrative support as needed to implement this order.

(iii) The Committee shall be administered by an Executive Director and such full-time staff as the Co-Chairs recommend.

Sec. 5. Functions. To implement the policy set forth in section 2 of this order, the Committee shall, to the extent permitted by law:

(a) provide advice regarding policies concerning ocean-related matters to:
(i) the President; and

(ii) the head of any agency who is a member of the Committee;

(b) engage and collaborate, under existing laws and regulations, with stakeholders, including regional ocean partnerships, to address ocean-related matters that may require interagency or intergovernmental solutions;

(c) coordinate the timely public release of unclassified data and other information related to the ocean, coasts, and Great Lakes that agencies collect, and support the common information management systems, such as the Marine Cadastre, that organize and disseminate this information;

(d) coordinate and inform the ocean policy-making process and identify priority ocean research and technology needs, to facilitate:

   (i) the use of science in the establishment of policy; and

   (ii) the collection, development, dissemination, and exchange of information between and among agencies on ocean-related matters;

(e) coordinate and ensure Federal participation in projects conducted under the National Oceanographic Partnership Program through the Committee’s members, as appropriate, to maximize the effectiveness of agency investments in ocean research; and

(f) obtain information and advice concerning ocean-related matters from:

   (i) State, tribal, and local governments; and

   (ii) private-sector entities and individuals.

Sec. 6. Cooperation. To the extent permitted by law, agencies shall cooperate with the Committee and provide it such information as it, through the Co-Chairs, may request. The Committee shall base its decisions on the consensus of its members. With respect to those matters for which consensus cannot be reached, the Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs shall coordinate with the Co-Chairs to present the disputed issue or issues for decision by the
President. Within 90 days of the date of this order, agencies shall review their regulations, guidance, and policies for consistency with this order, and shall consult with CEQ, OSTP, and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) regarding any modifications, revisions, or rescissions of any regulations, guidance, or policies necessary to comply with this order.

Sec. 7. Revocation. Executive Order 13547 of July 19, 2010 (Stewardship of the Ocean, Our Coasts, and the Great Lakes), is hereby revoked.

Sec. 8. General Provisions. (a) Nothing in this order shall be construed to impair or otherwise affect:

(i) the authority granted by law to an executive department, agency, or the head thereof;

(ii) the functions of the Director of OMB relating to budgetary, administrative, or legislative proposals; or

(iii) functions assigned by the President to the National Security Council or Homeland Security Council (including subordinate bodies) relating to matters affecting foreign affairs, national security, homeland security, or intelligence.

(b) This order shall be implemented consistent with applicable law and subject to the availability of appropriations.

(c) This order is not intended to, and does not, create any right or benefit, substantive or procedural, enforceable at law or in equity by any party against the United States, its departments, agencies, or entities, its officers, employees, or agents, or any other person.

DONALD J. TRUMP

THE WHITE HOUSE,
June 19, 2018.
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Executive Summary

America’s unrestricted access to the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, Gulf of Mexico, rivers, Great Lakes, and Arctic region powers domestic and global commerce. The ease of moving cargo and people beyond our coasts fuels the Nation’s competitive advantage, advances trade, generates capital, and drives the domestic economy forward, in turn projecting strength abroad and safeguarding our national interests. Similarly, the biological diversity and productivity of the ocean sustains the health of coastal communities and promotes a vibrant national economy. The ocean also plays a fundamental role in the Earth system. Ensuring responsible ocean stewardship with science and technology (S&T) breakthroughs depends on a strategic Federal portfolio supported by foundational basic research. *Science and Technology for America’s Oceans: A Decadal Vision* identifies pressing research needs and areas of opportunity within the ocean S&T enterprise for the decade 2018-2028.

This vision identifies five goals to advance U.S. ocean S&T and the Nation in the coming decade: (1) Understand the Ocean in the Earth System; (2) Promote Economic Prosperity; (3) Ensure Maritime Security; (4) Safeguard Human Health; and (5) Develop Resilient Coastal Communities. Each goal is supplemented with specific objectives and actionable priorities to achieve those objectives. Throughout this document, priorities across goals are interlinked and interdependent. The objectives for the five goals as well as an additional section that outlines areas of immediate ocean research and technology opportunities are summarized below:

**Goal I. Understand the Ocean in the Earth System:**
1) Modernize Research and Development (R&D) Infrastructure;
2) Harness Big Data;
3) Develop Models of the Earth System;
4) Facilitate Research to Operations

**Goal II. Promote Economic Prosperity:**
1) Expand Domestic Seafood Production;
2) Explore Potential Energy Sources;
3) Assess Marine Critical Minerals;
4) Balance Economic and Ecological Benefits;
5) Promote the Blue Workforce

**Goal III. Ensure Maritime Security:**
1) Improve Maritime Situational Awareness;
2) Understand a Changing Arctic;
3) Maintain and Enhance Marine Transportation

**Goal IV. Safeguard Human Health:**
1) Prevent and Reduce Plastic Pollution;
2) Improve Forecasts of Marine Contaminants and Pathogens;
3) Combat Harmful Algal Blooms;
4) Discover Natural Products

**Goal V. Develop Resilient Coastal Communities:**
1) Prepare for Natural Disasters and Weather Events;
2) Reduce Risk and Vulnerabilities;
3) Empower Local and Regional Decision-Making
Areas of immediate ocean research and technology opportunities include:

1. **Fully integrate Big Data approaches in Earth system science;**
2. **Advance monitoring and predictive modeling capabilities;**
3. **Improve data integration in decision-support tools;**
4. **Support ocean exploration and characterization;**
5. **Support ongoing research and technology partnerships**

Two cross-cutting topics that are relevant to each of the five goals are the modernization and management of ocean-related infrastructure, and an educated, diverse, and dynamic “blue” workforce. Continued investments in these two areas will contribute to U.S. global leadership within ocean S&T.

This document presents a decadal vision for an innovative and collaborative ocean S&T enterprise that promotes American security and prosperity while conserving the marine environment for present and future generations. Carrying out the research goals will require investments in and coordination of ocean S&T across all levels of government and private industry, academia, and nongovernmental organizations over the long-term. These goals will be achieved over years, working with Federal and non-Federal partners to direct and leverage the necessary resources. Additionally, while this document will provide important guidance to Federal agencies on ocean S&T priorities, implementation of this plan is dependent upon available resources and will vary year to year.
Introduction

The ocean, our coasts, and the Great Lakes are among the United States’ most treasured resources. They are an integral part of our national identity and our Nation’s future. The ocean\(^1\) covers 71 percent of the Earth’s surface and hundreds of millions of people rely on a viable ocean to sustain them.\(^2\) A healthy, productive, and resilient ocean is inextricably linked to Earth’s climate and weather patterns and contributes significantly to our quality of life. The ocean provides and creates jobs, gives mobility to our Armed Forces, helps feed our Nation, secures our borders, fuels our economy, enables safe movement of goods, and provides places for recreation. Understanding the physical, chemical, biological, and geological changes in the ocean is vital to the survival and prosperity of humanity.

In the United States, the ocean and its wealth of natural resources have played a critical role in fueling American prosperity and energy dominance, protecting our country, generating jobs, sustaining industries, and contributing to Americans’ overall well-being. Our coastal ports and global waterways make up the epicenter of world trade, facilitating a thriving U.S. economy through the maritime enterprise. The biological diversity and productivity of the ocean sustains the health of coastal communities and promotes a vibrant national economy. At the same time, the coastal communities that take part in and benefit from the ocean economy are also vulnerable to events such as hurricanes and floods that are exacerbated by sea level rise. Many of these changes to the ocean and its services\(^3\) are evident by human observation and traditional ecological knowledge,\(^4\) exhibiting visible alterations to coastlines and ecosystems, navigation routes, water quality, species compositions, the timing and occurrence of pathogens, abundance of marine debris, and populations of commercially and ecologically important marine species.

The ocean science and technology (S&T) enterprise can provide the foundational knowledge needed to address many complex ocean-related challenges and inform decision-making that will ultimately strengthen our Nation and its communities. One essential objective of this document is to facilitate the integration of natural and social sciences. No single discipline can comprehensively address the complex and pressing problems facing the ocean, which can no longer be studied in isolation but must be considered as a part of a dynamic Earth system. This document recognizes the connections among the ocean, land, ice, and atmosphere. Humans are an important element of the Earth system as agents of change to Earth system processes. They are beneficiaries of Earth’s natural resources and are at risk from Earth’s natural hazards. The inclusion of human dimensions in ocean S&T ensures holistic understanding of the Earth system. The scientific understanding of the Earth system,\(^5\) the need to

---

\(^{1}\) For the purposes of this document, “ocean” includes the open ocean, coasts, estuaries, coastal watersheds, and Great Lakes.


\(^{3}\) Ocean services are the benefits humans derive from different aspects of ocean structure and function. These can be partitioned into (1) Provisioning Services, (2) Supporting Services, (3) Regulating Services, and (4) Cultural Services. More information can be found at: NOAA (2017) Ecosystem Status Report for the Northeast Large Marine Ecosystem. [https://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/ecosys/ecosystem-status-report/ecosystem-services.html](https://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/ecosys/ecosystem-status-report/ecosystem-services.html) (accessed June 12, 2018).


obtain, analyze, and manage Big Data, and the relevance of dynamic feedbacks among socioeconomic, biophysical, and biogeochemical systems, are key concepts that are evident throughout this document. As an ocean Nation and a global leader, the United States can advance the ocean S&T enterprise by fostering innovation and investing in basic and applied ocean research, technology, education, and workforce development—all key to increasing knowledge and understanding of the ocean system and maintaining our country’s influence and leadership in an ever-challenging global arena.

Two cross-cutting topics emerged as critical components among all goals in this document. They include the modernization and management of ocean-related infrastructure, and an educated, diverse, and dynamic workforce that strengthens the “blue” economy. State-of-the-art research infrastructure provides the United States with unique competencies, allows for advances in discovery, minimizes potential economic and societal losses, and ensures the S&T workforce has the capabilities it needs to conduct world-leading ocean research. Infrastructure and advanced technologies such as airborne, marine, space- and land-based assets support U.S. ocean research and technology interests. Modernized technologies, including ocean-observing and modeling capabilities, and improvement in capabilities such as data acquisition and high-performance computing, are two related priorities relevant to all goals in this document. U.S. economic well-being and global leadership in S&T depend on an ocean-literate society and a well-trained blue workforce of the future. A strong blue workforce will enable the Nation to address tomorrow’s ocean needs and contribute more jobs, enhanced production, and national prosperity.

The vision for the coming decade is a Nation that recognizes the importance of a science-based and technologically driven understanding of the ocean to American livelihoods, national security, and economic independence. This same knowledge enhances the conservation and stewardship of the ocean and its resources. Advancing the ocean S&T enterprise enables a better understanding of the past, enhanced opportunities to observe the present, and the ability to predict the future.

Science and Technology for America’s Oceans: A Decadal Vision identifies research priorities and areas of opportunity within the ocean S&T enterprise for the decade 2018-2028. The aim of this document is not to prescribe policies, but to provide guidance for U.S. Federal agencies and non-Federal sectors to align their resources and areas of expertise, further build the scientific and technological foundation that will improve our knowledge and stewardship of the ocean, address issues of national and global importance, and inform decision-making for the coming decade. This document considers the needs of researchers, resource managers, policymakers, educators, tribal, State, territorial, and local governments, and other stakeholders, and will rely on the continuous stream of information and knowledge derived from fundamental basic research by and for the ocean S&T community for the well-being of the Nation.

6 “Big data” refers to data sets so large and complex that commonly used or traditional data processing tools to capture, curate, and manage data within a tolerable elapsed time are inapplicable. Compared to traditional data, “Big Data” is characterized by high volume (enormous size of data), high velocity (timely response requirements), high variety (diversified data types), low veracity (uncertainties in the data), and high value (significance in knowledge and products). Jin, X., B.W. Wah, X. Cheng, and Y. Wang. (2015) Significance and challenges of big data research. *Big Data Research* 2:59-64. [https://wah.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/wah/Wah/papers/J94/J96.pdf](https://wah.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/wah/Wah/papers/J94/J96.pdf) (accessed June 15, 2018).


This document builds on a number of initiatives outlined in the first comprehensive national ocean research decadal priorities plan. Over the last decade, the ocean community has advanced novel ocean technologies, discovered new marine life and ocean-derived therapeutics, helped marine populations recover, tracked environmental changes, and answered important questions about how the ocean works. This document charts the course for the next decade.

A number of documents acknowledge complementary efforts, such as *Sea Change: 2015-2025 Decadal Survey of Ocean Sciences*. *Sea Change* identifies strategic research priorities to advance scientific understanding of the ocean and recommendations for alignment of infrastructure and budgets with science priorities. This document does not intend to supersede *Sea Change*, but rather broadens its scope to wider government activities and includes all stakeholders and related entities involved in the ocean S&T enterprise.

**Organization of this Document**

This document presents five high-priority ocean S&T goals: (1) Understand the Ocean in the Earth System; (2) Promote Economic Prosperity; (3) Ensure Maritime Security; (4) Safeguard Human Health; and (5) Develop Resilient Coastal Communities. The first goal serves to improve the foundational understanding of the global ocean and is followed by the application of such scientific knowledge into more specific goals. Within each goal are S&T objectives, identified as key areas to advance the U.S. ocean S&T enterprise in the next decade. Subsections describe specific research and development (R&D) priorities to advance the U.S. ocean S&T enterprise. These priorities will likely evolve as the U.S. ocean S&T enterprise advances during the next decade. Many of these actions will produce short-term benefits that respond to immediate needs of communities, industries, ocean stakeholders, and the public. Others create building blocks to support key outcomes in the medium- to long-term. The goals, objectives, and priorities in this document were developed through a collaborative effort involving Federal agencies and stakeholders with interests and responsibilities linked to the ocean.

---


Goal I. Understand the Ocean in the Earth System

The ocean is the largest habitat and is home to some of the most biologically diverse areas of the planet. To date, we have explored less than 15 percent of the global ocean floor.11 The ocean is the predominant physical feature on our planet and drives the global climate through the absorption, retention, and transportation of heat, water, and carbon. The global ocean S&T enterprise has made significant progress in understanding the physical, geological, chemical, and biological aspects of the ocean system, but the dynamic ocean environment is changing in terms of ocean chemistry, temperature, sea-level, and currents, all of which affect marine biology.12 Consequently, we must make observations, refine our models, and develop new predictive capabilities to be able to sustainably manage our ocean resources.

Scientific and technological advances have brought significant improvements in our understanding of the ocean. Exploration, discovery, and assessment of marine resources, processes, and ecosystem structure and function are vital to capitalize on economic and cultural opportunities, improve human health, and protect life and property at sea. Innovative laboratory techniques and biological tools allow us to identify and understand the contributions of the smallest organisms, while satellites, seafloor cabled arrays, and autonomous vehicles have revealed ocean behavior on temporal and spatial scales that were previously inaccessible. Developments in electronic technologies have opened new research and technological horizons. However, a combination of existing and emergent technologies and modeling capabilities are needed to further elucidate the ocean’s behavior, its future trajectories, and its connections to other components of the Earth system. These technological capabilities will inform evidence-based stewardship, ensuring continued safeguarding of the air we breathe, the water we drink, and the food we eat.

The study and exploration of the ocean begins at the land-sea and atmosphere-sea interfaces and reaches to the deepest depths, where the ocean interacts with the seafloor and, further still, the deep biosphere found in the ocean sediments and crust beneath the seafloor. Changes in climate have altered important biogeochemical variables, such as pH and oxygen concentration, which have impacts on the biology and the ecology of the ocean. The deep and coastal oceans are regions of high carbon storage and rapid change, and are especially important to fisheries; coastal areas in particular can be subject to rapid change. Recent studies have demonstrated the increasing importance of the deep ocean for heat storage. The global ocean’s stratification and heat content have increased, the latter of which accounts for most (over 90%) of the overall changes in the Earth’s energy budget.13

To understand present conditions, determine rates of change, and make reliable projections of the future states of the Earth system and climate, we need to understand the past and present changes in the ocean environment. This first goal seeks to improve the foundational understanding of the global ocean, which is paramount to achieving the other four goals highlighted in this document.

Modernize R&D Infrastructure

Access to the sea has always been a fundamental hurdle for marine research as the ocean can be a harsh, unforgiving, and dangerous environment. Consequently, our research infrastructure is critical to our Nation’s leadership role in ocean science, and plays a significant foundational role in each of the areas this document addresses. The infrastructure and technology necessary for successful ocean research includes ships, submersibles, aircraft, satellites, land-based radar, moorings and cabled buoys, and various unmanned underwater, surface, and airborne vehicles. Research infrastructure also includes land-based facilities, i.e., state of the art laboratories, to support deployed ocean assets and to receive, analyze, and manage incoming data using high-performance computing and communications networks that support wide access to and use of information. Additionally, investments in modern laboratories and affordable technologies are critical to conducting corresponding experiments that are essential to our understanding of the changes we observe in nature.

**Box 1.1. Observing the Distant Ocean: An Example from the Southern Ocean**

The Southern Ocean Carbon Climate Observation and Modeling (SOCCOM) project seeks to extend sparse physical and biogeochemical observations of the remote Southern Ocean by deploying a robotic observing system composed of some 200 autonomous profiling floats to provide greatly increased coverage in time and space of the Southern Ocean. The Southern Ocean plays an important role in regulating global ocean circulation and long-term climate patterns. The processes and changes occurring therein will be analyzed and used to improve the next generation of high resolution coupled Earth system models used to project the future changing paths of the Earth’s climate and biogeochemistry. As well as SOCCOM’s mission to transform scientific and public understanding, the education of a new generation of ocean scientists is needed to extend the SOCCOM float technology to a broader user community.

*Figure 1.1. SOCCOM technology and map. SOCCOM floats in white. Pre-SOCCOM floats in yellow. Non-op. floats in cyan. From June 25, 2016. (Images courtesy of NSF)*
Ocean observations, both remote and in situ, remain vitally important for advancing knowledge of and detecting changes in the ocean system over time, and for predicting weather impacts on community infrastructure, safety, and commerce (Box 1.1). Developing deployable unmanned technologies will advance our ability to explore hard to reach places such as the Arctic. Data from these new technologies will feed into tactical models and decision aids for marine operators, as well as critical information for economic and national security activities. Observations and regular surveys are supported by essential infrastructure, including ship and aircraft fleets, and ocean remote sensing assets. Networks of fixed monitoring stations and moorings, drifting floats, and cabled observatories also represent foundational infrastructure for ocean research. Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) and remotely operated aerial and surface vehicles are innovative technologies that are changing marine research and rapidly expanding and improving accessibility to the research and technology seascape. With precision navigation, high endurance, and multiple sensors, these vehicles now routinely launch from ships and land stations with the capability to efficiently collect and automatically send large volumes of valuable data.

Presently, most observations occur in the upper few hundred meters of the ocean, and mostly take place in the Northern Hemisphere. However, ship-based observations, complemented by sustained deployment of subsurface floats, moored instruments, and autonomous vehicles (e.g., ocean gliders and other AUVs) have enabled significant expansion of our reach to observe biological, chemical, physical, and geological variables (Box 1.2) as well as energy resources throughout the ocean.

---

**Box 1.2. Essential Ocean Variables**

Ocean observations are often prioritized based on nationally and globally agreed upon Essential Ocean Variables (EOVs) that are key to assessing change and causes of change in the ocean. These variables include physical, biogeochemical, biological, and acoustic measurements that influence societal needs such as ocean health, as well as short- and mid-term weather forecasting and longer-term changes in climate. EOVs can serve as input to numerical models and improve our ability to more quantitatively project changing ocean and atmospheric conditions. Emerging technologies should consider current EOVs and develop technologies to improve measurement of EOVs, while maintaining the quality required for sustained observational records that can capture events, as well as identify the emergence of longer trends through time.

---

14 Programs such as the Ocean Observatories Initiative (OOI) have developed networks to involve academia and integrate infrastructure such as science-driven platforms and sensor systems, consolidate observing systems, and deliver a variety of ocean related data and data products to users.

15 It is important to note that ships are needed with these autonomous technologies for uses such as launch, recovery, and unexpected retrievals.


Ocean research infrastructure is one of the highest priorities of the ocean S&T community. Our Nation’s ocean research infrastructure needs to align capabilities with requirements, including the number and type of research vessels, to ensure that our assets are optimized through coordination and collaboration while also retaining the capacity to meet its goals. This includes satellite and other autonomous data collection efforts and related archive and data storage infrastructure. Many of these efforts rely on international collaboration including strong international partnerships and observing networks. The increase in autonomous data collection will depend on increased storage and processing of Big Data and improved analytical methods. Integrating these observations will enable a full understanding of how we can promote economic growth while conserving marine resources.

Next-generation and sustained observing systems could provide more robust and timely observations on the diversity and abundance of life in the sea along with physical and other environmental data. In addition, new systems could further our understanding of geohazards and weather events, providing information on the physical processes controlling their occurrence, timing, and magnitude. Fundamental understanding of Earth processes and basic research of subduction zone phenomena will lead to the scientific understanding needed for robust forecasts of future geohazards and related events and can greatly assist risk mitigation. Technological advances in timing, power, shielding, underwater and satellite telemetry, and autonomous vehicles could improve the quality of seismic observations on the seafloor, and increase the frequency of data transmission to shore (Box 1.3). While hurricane track forecasts have improved dramatically, improvements in hurricane intensity predictions have lagged. At-sea observations of water column temperatures are essential for improving both hurricane track as well as hurricane intensity forecasts. With the advent of remotely sensed salinity measurements, recent studies emphasize the role of salinity in upper-ocean stratification and the potential to use satellite salinity data as a new resource to monitor storms and hurricanes.

**Priorities**

- Sustain critical ocean monitoring, maintain time-series data collection, and support new observations and discovery in the world’s ocean to provide the continuous information streams that inform research, advance forecasts, and support responsible resource management decisions.
- Prioritize new observing methods focused on processes that lack fundamental understanding, such as a modernized research fleet, gliders, and associated sensors, especially in areas identified as being important for human health, safety, and marine life.
- Identify and expand observations for unique processes and locations for extreme events, as well as in under-sampled areas of the global ocean, such as the deep-sea, offshore frontiers, the Southern Hemisphere, and key continental margins (Box 1.1).
- Support the development and accuracy of technologies in controlled environments at the interfaces: where land meets water, where water meets air, where water meets ice, and where water meets the ocean bottom.

---

• Utilize data from local hydrographic, geophysical, and atmospheric variables, and bathymetric maps of the ocean floor to serve as boundary conditions for observations and models and to advance early tsunami and earthquake warning systems.
• Extend the Argo Program to include full-ocean depth coverage (Deep Argo), dynamically complete (ArgoMix which adds turbulence sensors to Argo floats), and inclusion of biogeochemical sensors21 (BGC Argo).

Box 1.3. CubeSats and Other Readily Available Sensing Technologies

Satellites once exclusively operated by nation states now have the simplicity to be built by high-school students.22 As launch opportunities grow, the ocean science community is better poised to rapidly enhance global observations of the world’s oceans. Similarly, autonomous and remote-controlled air vehicles can now be equipped with sophisticated sensors suitable for shipboard and coastal studies. Multi- or hyper-spectral electro-optical sensors can now routinely measure ocean biological parameters over wide areas. Day-night, all-weather sensing of the ocean surface using radar allows measurement of ocean winds and waves, as well as detection of vessels. Transmission of data from satellites to users will soon be significantly enhanced by Wi-Fi satellites, so that high fidelity data can be readily transmitted without regard for bandwidth limitations. Likewise, data from drifters, gliders, and unmanned surface vessels can be rapidly routed to users.

Figure 1.2. Students contribute to collecting Earth observations while getting hands-on experience building CubeSats: inexpensive, small, 3-pound satellites. (Image courtesy of NASA)

Harness Big Data

Equally important to ocean R&D infrastructure is the ability to maximize data utility. In the coming decade, the United States can upgrade four-dimensional data assimilation and improve analysis of currently available data that can be useful for many products and as initialization for models that make predictions on all space and time scales. Big Data is revolutionizing our understanding of the ocean in the Earth system. Big Data allows scientists to measure and gain large amounts of information about the environment and directly translate that knowledge into enhanced scientific models and products to improve decision-making.\(^{23}\) From a broad perspective, Big Data is the bond that connects and integrates the environment, human society, and cyberspace.\(^{8}\) Big Data allows for the assessment of relationships between the ocean and other elements of the Earth system through rigorous, data-driven methods. Advancements in Big Data capabilities can improve general circulation models and integrated Earth system models, as well as improve dynamic, integrated and/or coupled biophysical models for future-condition forecasting. \(^{4}\) Two sources of Big Data in oceanography are: (1) large amounts of multi-dimensional data measuring a wide range of ocean variables collected by remote and \textit{in situ} sensors across the globe, and (2) well-constrained and verified model simulations of ocean processes on global, regional, and local scales with high spatial and temporal resolution. Responsibly creating publicly available Big Data sets includes benefitting long-term public interests while also respecting intellectual property.

Critical to sustaining ocean biodiversity is a mixed set of research and applications including, but not limited to, sustained ocean observations, the infrastructure needed for those observations in support of Essential Ocean Variables (EOVs), and blending in new approaches such as “omics.” Omics\(^{24}\), a subset of molecular tools including genomics, proteomics, and metabolomics, is an emerging Big Data field with the potential to transform our ability to characterize the biological composition of the ocean efficiently, comprehensively, and at reduced costs (Box 1.4). For example, using metagenomics to inventory the microbiomes of various ocean habitats has allowed for a greater understanding of diverse microbial population structure and gene expression (i.e., behavior) over space and time. Metagenomics tools can be extended beyond bacteria to include the study of marine viruses (an emerging area of epidemiology), phytoplankton, zooplankton, and complex holobionts such as sponges and corals. A challenge for the coming decade is determining how microbial population structure and function vary with physical and chemical oceanographic parameters. Addressing such a challenge will enhance marine monitoring by measuring food web function, species biodiversity, prevalence of pathogens and pollution, and the rate at which microbes degrade materials. Such omics technologies can augment traditional observation programs and are being integrated into buoy-deployed and mobile AUVs.


Box 1.4. Big Data from Environmental DNA

As organisms move through the ocean, they leave in their wake a path of tiny particles which scientists can sample for DNA. Environmental DNA (eDNA) is an emerging omics technology that allows researchers to sample water, soil, or air in order to determine the species found in that area. eDNA is a cost-efficient and quick surveillance tool useful for assessing a habitat’s biodiversity, monitoring for invasive species, and tracking the movements of threatened and endangered species. Informing on the presence, absence, and abundance of certain species has great potential for better understanding and managing vulnerable ocean habitats. Ensuring quality control of eDNA data, managing the massive amount of data generated from sampling eDNA, and applying eDNA data to support decision-makers will allow the Federal government to capitalize on the potential benefits of eDNA technology.

The ocean S&T enterprise must continue to support data repositories, cloud computing, and data-sharing efforts. Observing System Simulation Experiments (OSSE)\(^{25}\) and Observing System Experiments (OSE)\(^{26}\) used in parallel with ocean models and data assimilation strengthen the impact of observations and cost-effectively optimize remote and \textit{in situ} ocean sampling. A unified national effort should aim to establish common frameworks across diverse computing systems and facilitate data integration. These efforts will establish a common structure for Big Data datasets and promote efficient data sharing and communication of data limitations such as uncertainties while minimizing costs and resources.\(^{27}\)

Priorities

- Advance Big Data analytics and cloud computing platforms to identify and forecast changes in ocean circulation and heat and freshwater transport, ocean biogeochemical cycling, marine ecosystems and ecosystem services, and sea level rise.
- Increase and sustain the ocean community’s access to usable Big Data, and strengthen the interactions between the ocean observing, research, and modeling communities.
- Strengthen high-performance computing to effectively process and use Big Data analytics and omics technologies that enhance the understanding of the ocean in the Earth system.
- Deploy and integrate recent technological advances such as environmental DNA (eDNA) and other omics approaches to ocean assessments.
- Promote collaborative platforms to integrate omics, biodiversity, economic, and environmental databases.
- Encourage unclassified, releasable data, particularly Big Data, to be easily accessible and usable to local and regional decision-makers and the public.


\(^{27}\)For example, ongoing efforts by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the U.S. Navy, and others are focusing on building a common ocean modeling framework merging Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) ocean models by establishing a merged code-base permitting options for different spatial resolutions and temporal model integration extents.
Develop Models of the Earth System

The foundational research and technology needed to advance our understanding of the ocean within the Earth system includes modeling of the dynamics of the ocean, including climate, atmospheric, and weather-related influences on the ocean. The coastal and deep oceans require additional study to better understand how current changes in the coastal zone and deep-sea can be used to improve the capability to predict how the coastal ocean may respond to future changes, the associated impacts on marine ecosystem services, and the resilience of the communities that depend on them. Advanced understanding of the ocean environment also plays a key role in improving understanding of geohazards associated with subduction zones, including earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, and landslides.

Coastlines consist of distinct but tightly coupled systems that are connected to nearby terrestrial systems by the flow of water and materials from coastal and estuarine drainage areas to the ocean (Box 1.5). Understanding and quantifying the impacts and feedbacks of human and environmental influences on coastal ecosystems requires comprehensive, multi- and inter-disciplinary research, including steps toward development of predictive capabilities. Added emphasis should be placed on particularly vulnerable systems, such as bays, estuaries, coastal wetlands, marshes and mangrove systems, and high latitude regions such as the Arctic.

Adaptation to and mitigation of coastal change, and resilience to extreme events, requires understanding the vulnerability of coastal zones. Reliable and validated models that integrate coastal processes, hydrography, and land use and change, and include biogeochemical processes and biodiversity, are essential to predict changes in ecosystem services. Such models are also important to project potential impacts on public health, infrastructure, and the economy, and to provide communities and decision-makers with options and cost-benefit analyses. Understanding the interaction between land and ocean cannot be limited to the development of technologies or model improvement. In order to ensure the sustainability of ocean resources, studies of biological, chemical, geological, and physical process should consider applications that are useful to coastal managers, and should forge synergies across disciplines to put forward an integrated understanding of the coastal system.

---


Priorities

- Enhance capabilities of Earth system models, including dynamic coupling of various components within the ocean-ice-land-atmospheric system.
- Engage various research communities, including academia, to enhance model success and provide continuous improvement and support.
- Improve biological and ecological modeling and the development of bioinformatic analyses to better predict effects caused by stressors on coastal and marine ecosystems.
- Examine quantitative precipitation forecasts (QPFs) and data assimilation resulting in more accurate coupled ocean-land-weather modeling.
- Increase studies of the air-sea interface to provide better understanding of the relationships between ocean characteristics, including mixing processes that transport surface momentum, and the ocean interior.
- Integrate new monitoring technologies into existing and emerging ocean observation systems (e.g., U.S. Integrated Ocean Observing System (IOOS); the United Nations Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS)), while ensuring quality assurance and data comparability.

Box 1.5. The Interconnected Earth System

The flow of water and constituents (dissolved and particulate) from land to the coastal ocean connect the terrestrial and marine systems. Natural and anthropogenic processes add and alter riverine constituents that flow to the coastal ocean; inputs are regulated by hydrology (precipitation and evaporation), land use, and the condition of the drainage network (including reservoirs and ecological condition of estuaries). Excess nutrient runoff can lead to oxygen depletion and associated acidification, affecting numerous living marine resources. In the coastal zone, physical and biogeochemical processes control the transport and fate of the discharged material, which may be recycled or removed (via export) from the system.

Figure 1.3. Water flow and transformations with the Earth system. (Image courtesy of NASA)
Facilitate Research to Operations

Applying R&D advancements to operation, commercialization, or other uses is fundamental to advance the United States in ocean S&T, and to enhance economic prosperity, maritime security, human health, and resilient coastal communities. Deploying such research concepts requires a comprehensive understanding of the ocean in the Earth system including the role of external factors. Research which adopts a social-ecological system (SES) lens and considers the whole system, particularly context-specific factors, is more likely to observe operational success. Coupled physical, biological, chemical, geological, and socioeconomic models support the systems based approach that many ocean S&T applications depend upon.

For example, much progress has been made in weather forecasting in the last decade, both with respect to more accurate modeling, and moving from forecasting (modeling) to Impact-based Decision Support Services (IDSS). Sustained progress in forecasting and IDSS will critically depend on a more holistic approach to environmental modeling, particularly on shorter “weather” time scales, by expanding coupled modeling experiences gained with seasonal forecasting, tropical cyclone, and weather-ice-ocean models to fully-coupled global and regional atmosphere-ocean-ice-land-aerosol-wave prediction for weather time scales.

Substantial fundamental advances have arisen from programs that cross traditional disciplinary boundaries, bringing together scientists and stakeholders from many fields, research institutions, Federal agencies, and other entities. In order for the United States to continue its leadership in ocean, coastal and Great Lakes research, we must utilize and encourage public-private partnerships, specifically regarding infrastructure such as marine laboratories and oceanographic research fleets. Such partnerships can better promote emerging technologies, and enable the transfer of ocean-related technologies from the lab to the market, broaden user accessibility to key advances, and bolster the ocean economy. To do so, coordinated investment in merit-based, competitive research, infrastructure, and education is key. One example that has documented numerous successes through public-private partnerships is the National Oceanographic Partnership Program (NOPP), which has provided the framework to rapidly foster such partnerships and tech transfer goals.

Priorities

- Integrate environmental observing and prediction systems with multi-use prediction and simulation systems to promote economically efficient, environmentally sound, and successful operations across the broad spectrum of marine operations.
- Support global operational modeling capabilities in order to improve the ability to protect operational forces, installations, and equipment from hazardous conditions of the physical environment.
- Develop programs that provide a more accurate, validated, longer-range, global ocean, atmosphere, and sea ice forecast system for decision support to enhance safety of flight, safety of navigation, and mission planning.
- Advance interagency collaborations in order to pursue goals such as the deployment of unmanned underwater gliders prior to hurricane season, which will provide better awareness of storm intensity leading to improved hurricane forecasts.
• Sustain forecasting capabilities, for example, by maintaining a network of drifting buoys in the Arctic Ocean, which collect sustained weather and oceanographic observations for 3-5 years and provide operational and scientific communities access to in situ data.  

• Encourage opportunities for public-private partnerships, particularly to leverage knowledge and resources, ensure the successful application of ocean research, avoid duplication of efforts, and improve communication between ocean researchers and ocean users.

---

Goal II. Promote Economic Prosperity

Optimizing sustainable use of our exclusive economic zone (EEZ) and the high seas is vital to America’s global economic leadership (Box 2.1). The U.S. ocean economy, which includes six economic sectors that depend on the ocean, is estimated to have contributed more than $320 billion to the U.S. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and supported 3.2 million jobs directly dependent on these resources in 2015. These economic sectors include: living resources, marine construction, offshore mineral extraction, tourism and recreation, ship and boat building, and marine transportation.

Our ocean is home to a vast array of living and non-living marine resources. Much of the ocean is underexplored, and offers great potential for advancing science, technology, and our growing economy. Our resources are central to the national economy and American quality of life, and thus we must balance our present use of ocean resources with a productive and healthy ocean for future generations. Characterizing the primary uses of the marine environment (including fisheries, aquaculture, transportation/shipping, energy, national security, land values, mineral extraction, recreation, and protected species habitats) and the goods and services, beneficiaries, and market and non-market values attributable to those uses, is key to understanding the ocean’s potential.

Living marine resources serve critical roles in their ecosystems and in sustaining life on land; they are used for food, medicine, and cosmetics, and support services such as fisheries and tourism, as well as processes that may influence the climate (e.g., biologically-controlled marine processes absorbing excess atmospheric carbon dioxide and the absorption and transport of atmospheric heat). Non-living marine resources also serve multiple roles: in powering our communities, reducing our dependence on foreign sources of minerals, providing avenues for transportation, and controlling climate (e.g., through thermohaline adjustments). The ocean S&T enterprise can expedite and better inform the exploration, assessment, and sustainable management of America’s living and non-living marine resources.

Emerging innovative technologies serve a critical role in capitalizing on marine resource economic opportunities while sustaining future options. S&T advancements will provide the necessary information to guide responsible future development and investment opportunities and allow resource-dependent communities to adapt to ocean changes. As resource identification and surveying progresses, S&T advancements can continue to ensure that multiple uses such as energy exploration and recreational activities successfully coexist. Ocean education will drive technological breakthroughs, will strengthen public understanding and engagement in best using and protecting ocean resources, and will provide a foundation for the Nation’s growing blue workforce. Readily available data and user-friendly quality assured tools incorporating the best available environmental and social data will empower our resource managers and policy makers to harness America’s resources responsibly.

---

The U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) is one of the largest in the world, encompassing approximately 4.38 million square miles. Coastal counties contain approximately 40% of the U.S. population, yet account for only 10% of the area within the U.S. As the U.S. population is expected to surpass 400 million by the middle of this century, it is important to understand how ocean changes will impact the Nation’s economic security, safety, environment, and health:

- 42% of the U.S. labor force is employed in coastal watersheds.
- In 2014, counties adjacent to the shore contributed to 43% percent of the U.S. GDP.
- The offshore mineral industry contributed over 170,000 jobs in 2013 and $122 billion, the majority of which was predominantly from the oil and gas sector.
- Approximately 88,000 square miles of the Nation’s coastal wetlands provide nursery areas for commercially harvested fish and places of refuge for migrating birds.
- In 2015, the commercial and recreational fishing industry supported 1.6 million jobs and contributed $208 billion in sales to the U.S. economy.
- Ocean measurements, observations, and forecasting generate about $7 billion in revenues annually.

Figure 2.1. Total sales and jobs supported by commercial and recreational fisheries.
(Images courtesy of NOAA)
Expand Domestic Seafood Production

The United States currently imports 90% of its seafood, leading to a $14 billion seafood trade deficit. Given that the World Bank projects a nearly 50% increase in worldwide fish consumption between 2006-2030, the United States has an opportunity to meet this demand, ensure food security, create new industries, and accordingly provide jobs by maximizing sustainable wild and aquaculture harvest.

The United States leads the world in science-based sustainable fishery management, yet maximum sustainable harvests are not realized in all fisheries and changes in ocean temperatures threaten the stability of key populations. Advances in technologies such as underwater sensors (cameras, audio recorders, biochemical, etc.) to better survey and land target species and reduce bycatch can lead to more efficient and effective fishing. Electronic real-time reporting of landings and modern data management techniques for our commercial fisheries will lead to greater certainty in what is being caught and what is left in the water. Improving the accuracy and accessibility of seafood data will promote America’s seafood industry by enhancing transparency and traceability.

To meet our Nation’s seafood demands, narrow the seafood trade deficit, and reduce pressure on wild populations, the United States needs to complement wild fisheries with aquaculture, including mariculture. Using sustainable and environmentally responsible marine aquaculture methods, the United States could change from being a net seafood importer to a net seafood exporter, using only a fraction of our EEZ. Improved and expanded research associated with environmental monitoring, in addition to promoting emerging aquaculture technologies, will help mitigate risks associated with land-based and open water practices and make aquaculture a financially feasible industry while ensuring the health of our ocean and its biodiversity.

Sustainable aquaculture requires improved understanding of environmental risks, technical infrastructure, and active collaborations between Federal, State, territorial, and tribal governments and the private sector to streamline the permitting process. Federal partnerships and extramural research opportunities for academia and aquaria will contribute to U.S. aquaculture being a science-based, environmentally responsible, financially viable, and sustainable business.

---


42 Bycatch refers to discarded catch of marine species and unobserved mortality due to a direct encounter with fishing vessels and gear. More information can be found at: https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/insight/bycatch (accessed May 31, 2018).


Public acceptance for aquaculture products will be essential for market success and should be a key focus of education. Key research infrastructure includes test beds for industry and researchers to try new ideas, and technology and development of key inputs to production such as feed and fingerlings. Support industries such as animal health, processing, manufacturing, and engineering will create more jobs.

**Priorities**

- Support development and deployment of sensors to detect, identify, and quantify target and protected species.
- Employ real-time data techniques and modern data management to reduce uncertainty in fishery management.
- Leverage and evolve scientific tools and information to support a clear road map for aquaculture permitting including effective siting, water quality, genetics, and other science-based computer tools to aid industry with applications for aquaculture sites and compliance with government mandates.
- Develop and test genetic approaches that safeguard wild genetic diversity while allowing for genetic improvement of resources such as farmed shellfish stocks, and use the hatcheries to develop such genetic selection programs for a range of commercially valuable resources such as mollusks.
- Advance ocean-based biomass research and technologies to better produce food, fiber, biofuel, and other products from sources such as seaweed farms, and transfer technology to industry.

**Explore Potential Energy Sources**

America’s coastline and extensive EEZ contains vast untapped renewable (wave, tidal, wind, thermal) and non-renewable (oil and gas) energy sources to help power the Nation (Box 2.2). In addition to generating electricity for use on-shore, power generated at sea (from waves, currents, or wind) could be used to serve the needs of other existing or emerging ocean industries (aquaculture, ocean mineral mining, oceanographic research, or military missions). Aligning energy innovation with emerging developments in ocean science, security, and maritime technology could provide dynamic opportunities to further drive coastal economic development. The development of domestic energy resources should be achieved in concert with enabling military operations, training, and testing.

The Federal government has an interest in harnessing American energy sources safely and efficiently through new and innovative technologies. In particular, improving technology transfer could increase U.S. competitiveness in the global market, such as in offshore wind. Also, the United States can use emerging technologies to rapidly increase seafloor mapping and further assess the ocean’s potential as an energy source. New acoustic technologies will expand ocean exploration and discovery, and provide a better understanding of energy development impacts on the marine environment.
Box 2.2. Potential Untapped Sources of Energy

There are many promising and undeveloped sources of energy available in ocean and coastal areas. In particular, harnessing the wind to produce electricity for society has grown exponentially on land and is moving out into the ocean where wind resources are greater and more consistent. Wind turbines introduce structures in the water column that will create an artificial reef system, not dissimilar to the Gulf of Mexico oil and gas structures. These structures could potentially become a part of an observing network to host monitoring equipment like temperature sensors, current profilers, or cameras to support continuous observations while generating electricity from a clean, renewable source. The durability of these structures depend on sound engineering design specific to the varying geology and wind, wave, and ocean current conditions of the U.S. offshore environment.

While wind, waves, and tides are relatively well understood sources of energy, gas hydrates and hydrothermal systems in the marine environment represent untapped yet poorly understood categories left to be explored. Gas hydrates are present on both coastal shelves and the deep ocean, often in permafrost. Understanding the biogeochemistry and geomorphological change associated with permafrost thaw as well as risks associated with shelf and slope destabilization that accompany thaw will demand significant scientific attention. Similarly, untapped energy that exists in deep ocean hydrothermal systems requires improved science that integrates magmatic, tectonic, geochemical, fluid flow, heat and mass flux, mineral formation, circulation, and biological processes. These hydrothermal systems also produce deep-ocean mineral deposits, seafloor massive sulfides, and contribute to ferromanganese crusts and nodules through fluxes of metals to seawater.

**Figure 2.2.** Wind turbines on land, which far exceed the number of at-sea wind turbines. (Image courtesy of NSF)
The ocean floor is similar to the terrestrial environment; it has mountains, canyons, channels, and hills. Most of these features are unmapped and unexplored, with less than 15% of the ocean floor currently mapped. Detailed bathymetric mapping is important to better understand climate, earthquakes, tsunamis, weather forecasting, ocean habitats, and biodiversity, as well as ocean resource use and exploration. “Seabed 2030” is an international collaboration of public and private partners focused on compiling a high-resolution map of the global ocean over the coming decade. The Federal government will continue to map and better characterize America’s EEZ, particularly through advancements in the oceanographic fleet and other assets. Bathymetric data will provide the necessary information to identify energy sources, and will also have cascading benefits for fisheries management, mineral extraction, cable and pipeline routing, natural hazard preparedness, and military and defense applications.

Priorities

- Continue mapping the U.S. EEZ and the global seafloor and perform surveys and characterizations of ocean resources and habitats, data tools, and logging platforms to provide temporal and spatial coverage, and assessments of classification, condition, and valuation mapping.
- Develop efficient and cost-effective at-sea power generation (wave, methane, solar, wind, etc.) for ocean observation platforms.
- Study contaminant releases (e.g., oil spills, natural seeps, pollutant loading) and benthic disturbances to improve understanding of their effects on coastal communities and transportation routes, and advance technologies to limit negative impacts.
- Support new technologies to measure underwater noise levels and acoustic conditions in coastal and open ocean environments in order to quantify long-term trends in ocean noise levels, monitor changes in acoustic habitats and in interference with underwater technologies, and assess the impacts of increases in human produced noise.

---


46 Seabed 2030 is a collaborative partnership between the General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO) and the Nippon Foundation aimed to facilitate the complete mapping of the ocean floor by 2030. More information can be found at: [https://seabed2030.gebco.net/](https://seabed2030.gebco.net/) (accessed May 8, 2018).

Assess Marine Critical Minerals

U.S. offshore and deep-sea areas remain mostly unexplored and unused. Especially important for American independence and prominence in the global market is access to critical minerals in the marine environment. Given that China is the top supplier of many of the 35 critical minerals identified in the U.S. 2018 list of critical minerals,48 the United States needs policies, infrastructure, and technologies to produce and maintain supplies of critical minerals. A recent Executive Order highlighted the importance of “identifying new sources of critical minerals” and “increasing activity at all levels of the supply chain, including exploration, mining, concentration, separation, alloying, recycling, and reprocessing critical minerals.”49 Such efforts can be supported by exploration of the outer continental shelf to the abyssal plains and hydrothermal vents and seamounts along the mid-ocean ridges for valuable resources including manganese nodules, cobalt-rich crusts, and polymetallic sulfides.

In the past, the harsh environment and inaccessibility of potential extraction sites have meant that the marine environment was often discounted as a source for critical minerals. In the coming decade, the ocean S&T enterprise can support the United States in the discovery and assessment of marine resources. Basic mapping, baseline data, and ocean condition observations are foundational for understanding these resources and planning how to best use them.

Priorities

- Identify and quantify the location, size, and nature of important deep-sea minerals through sediment characterization and geochemical signals to better understand the complexity and scalability of resource use.
- Conduct basic and applied research to characterize the effects of deep-sea mining on vulnerable marine ecosystems, including the impact of light, heat, rock debris, underwater sediment plumes, noise, and biodiversity loss. Such research should include documentation of deep-sea biodiversity, and improved prediction of the scale and extent of environmental impacts from deep-sea exploration.
- Study the physical conditions at environmentally sensitive and important areas using surveys and gap analyses to assess effectiveness of current monitoring efforts and platforms.
- Continue involvement in global endeavors and organizations to both further our knowledge of and protect the ocean environment, such as the SeaBed 2030 Initiative and the International Seabed Authority.

Balance Economic and Ecological Benefits

Proper stewardship of the ocean is critical to the long-term vitality of the United States. We must promote economic growth while protecting our marine environment for current and future generations. The United States benefits from its wide range of coastal ecosystems, from the cold Arctic waters of Alaska to the temperate Gulf of Mexico to the tropical reefs of southern Florida. Management of these unique ecosystems requires location-specific data and information to be included in adaptive management strategies.

Adaptive management allows U.S. managers and decision-makers to effectively oversee America’s ocean resources according to new information and changes in context, while considering both short-term gains and long-term objectives. To balance economic and ecological goals, adaptive management relies on systems-based decision-support tools that incorporate socioeconomic data, including stakeholder knowledge, and better link physical and chemical ocean changes with corresponding biological responses. Tools that include regionally-specific information are likely to lead to more effective outcomes, as context is key to successful adaptive management of marine resources.

Decision-makers rely on research on the changes in resource and habitat conditions, as well as up-to-date information on human uses (e.g., frequency, duration, and intensity of use). Research on how organisms and marine populations respond to environmental changes will enable better predictions of economic and societal effects from environmental changes, especially for industries such as fisheries, ocean recreation, and marine tourism. These industries will also benefit from a better understanding of both top down (e.g., shark finning) and bottom up (e.g., coral bleaching) trophic pressures.

Integrating socioeconomics and building the knowledge to inform ecosystem-based management can facilitate adaptive management. Ecological and economic tools to evaluate natural capital and ecosystem services can enable more accurate and timely decisions. Further understanding of ecological and economic relationships can better support effective valuation methods (e.g., for food, transportation, land values, extraction of minerals and other natural products, ecotourism, and recreation).

Understanding cumulative impacts is also critical to improving adaptive management and to optimizing objectives. Ocean resources are exposed to many different stressors, such as eutrophication, marine debris, and ocean noise. Our Nation will rely on research to evaluate cumulative impacts of multiple human influences as well as data on how changes in natural environmental stressors exacerbate stressor impacts. Recent developments in R&D have led to the increased use of advanced technologies to address this need, such as DNA-probes and biosensors. Monitoring and forecasting efforts will be enhanced through state-of-the-art passive acoustic observing capabilities by the national Ocean Noise Reference Station Network.

---

50 “Natural capital is defined as the Earth’s stock of natural assets. Those assets are part of the world’s ecosystems, ‘a geographically specified system of organisms (including humans), and the environment and the processes that control its dynamics’ according to the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment. Ecosystem services are the flow of benefits provided by these systems.” Department of Commerce. What is Natural Capital? [https://www.commerce.gov/naturalcapital](https://www.commerce.gov/naturalcapital) (accessed November 4, 2018).

Priorities

• Develop biological and ecosystem indicators and determine their efficacy for understanding cumulative impacts and assessing the overall vulnerability of marine resources and ecosystem services to human influences at all trophic levels, particularly in light of shifting baselines.
• Identify evaluation and performance criteria that managers can use to gauge effectiveness of management strategies.
• Continue quantitatively monitoring coastal and open ocean biogeochemical trends to characterize changes in ocean acidification, assess impacts of sea level rise\(^{52}\) on ocean resources, and quantify cumulative effects.
• Explore “intervention” science and techniques\(^{53}\) that recognize and leverage the inherent resistance and adaptive qualities of species under the threat of degradation or mortality with changing environmental conditions.
• Explore low impact, alternative fuel sources for maritime and port-related uses, balancing stewardship with energy efficiency, cost-effectiveness, and marine safety.\(^{54}\)

Promote the Blue Workforce

The United States has excelled as a leader in scientific research and technological innovation, but today’s world and environmental-related challenges continue to evolve. Meeting these challenges requires enhancing our knowledge about the ocean. It is essential to our economic well-being that we create and support an ocean-literate society focused on the development of an educated and diverse workforce. This workforce would ensure that the United States maintains a competitive advantage in our understanding of the oceanic environment by capitalizing on a strong knowledge base, and would support Executive Order 13845.\(^{55}\) Studies reveal that advances in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) are central to our Nation’s ability to create new jobs, improve quality of life, and maintain our position as a global leader in S&T.\(^{56}\) STEM fields are also vital for national defense purposes to build ocean models, create systems that protect our Nation, and maintain tactical advantages.

A well-trained, diverse, and dynamic workforce capable of addressing tomorrow’s career needs has long been identified as a priority for our Nation.\(^ {57}\) There is a growing need for a dynamic workforce to address national ocean challenges focusing on Big Data analysis, computational modeling, offshore renewable energy, and instrumentation operation and maintenance. It is imperative that we bridge the


\(^{54}\) Such efforts can be enhanced through interagency initiatives, such as through the CMTS-led Maritime Energy and Air Emissions Working Group. \(https://www.cmts.gov/topics/energy_and_air_emissions\) (accessed June 14, 2018).


gap between identified challenges and the workforce training required in order to effectively pursue S&T that may be relevant to the ocean enterprise. The development of cutting edge, advanced training opportunities will give the present ocean workforce the ability to make educational advancements outside of the traditional training opportunities. Investments in people, basic and applied research, and facilities are key to a strong workforce, professional development, and growing economic prosperity.58 These opportunities and investments will foster the workforce’s ability to adapt to dynamic technological advancements made within the S&T enterprise.

American capabilities begin with discoveries made in S&T, and our future competitiveness relies on a continuous supply of talented scientists and engineers. The security of the Nation and the quality of lives across the country also rely on strong science literacy in our communities. We need to ensure that all levels of academic programs are supported to fully prepare students to enter the workforce with the knowledge and experience they need to fuel the American ocean enterprise. Additionally, we must provide formal and informal research and training opportunities for students at both the K-12 and collegiate levels of education and beyond. This will ensure a technically qualified and diverse workforce capable of solving problems related to the protection, restoration, and management of coastal and ocean ecosystems, climate variability, and other societal challenges and needs. One example where students can gain place-based hands-on education and training involving all disciplines is U.S. marine and freshwater laboratories. Such training helps prepare the Nation’s youth to address complex ocean, coastal, and Great Lakes challenges, and ensures U.S. leadership and competitiveness in the global market.

The ocean S&T enterprise offers workforce opportunities for workers at all education levels—not just those with advanced degrees—and across demographic groups. America’s skilled technical workforce, which consists of individuals who may use STEM knowledge and skills in their jobs but don’t have a four-year degree, are important to U.S. economic competitiveness. In addition, unemployment rates of skilled technical workers in science and engineering (S&E) and S&E-related jobs were significantly lower than those of workers in non-S&E jobs without bachelor’s degrees, and their earnings were significantly higher.59 The Federal government is well positioned to encourage courses and programs in marine technology and coastal engineering and to facilitate student-led missions related to the ocean workspace, such as through remotely operated vehicle (ROV) competition challenges.60

Community and technical colleges can help expose a more diverse body of students to job opportunities in the blue workforce. Special degree programs geared toward ocean work, hands-on experience, and professional development offered through these institutions can prepare students for marine occupations, including marine forecasters, ocean instrument technicians, and underwater ROV developers. Investment in all levels of education is critical for ensuring U.S. leadership and that the next generation of Americans remains competitive in the growing international field of ocean R&D.

Priorities

- Develop and enhance programs between agencies and educational institutions that provide certification in Unmanned Maritime Systems. These programs would enable students to participate in short (e.g., 3-month) training cycles where they study nautical science, 3-D positioning, ocean policy, autonomous systems, and the interfaces of all aspects of unmanned maritime systems.
- Share resources to support surveys and unmanned system operations, allowing operators from multiple agencies’ oceanographic fleets to identify best practices and apply lessons learned through joint cooperation.
- Improve and support cooperation among the Federal government, State governments, the private sector, and academic universities to successfully recruit researchers and ocean policy experts into the ocean science workforce, including the Federal component.\(^\text{61}\)
- Support coastal communities to provide them with the latest skills necessary to conserve coastal resources, protect traditional livelihoods, and capitalize on future opportunities (e.g., offshore renewables, etc.).
- Develop and expand programs to equip educators pre-K through post-secondary, both formal and informal, to represent ocean science with fidelity and to intrigue their students as a means of preparing the future workforce.

---
\(^{61}\) This cooperation includes the Knauss Sea Grant Marine Policy Fellowship Program. More information can be found at: [https://www.seagrant.noaa.gov/knauss](https://www.seagrant.noaa.gov/knauss) (accessed May 28, 2018).
Goal III. Ensure Maritime Security

Maritime security is essential to the Nation’s ability to defend the homeland and to sustain military advantages, both globally and in key regions. Our Nation’s investments in ocean observations, data management, and modeling and prediction (to include undersea acoustics and other underwater detection and avoidance technologies) must be applied to preserve and enhance the myriad of strategic, operational, and tactical advantages for U.S. Armed Forces in the maritime arena.

Maritime security also ensures the Nation’s economic prosperity and U.S. global leadership. Approximately 80% of global trade by volume is transported across the ocean. An efficient, safe, and secure maritime environment enables commerce, including marine public transportation, tourism, merchant ship traffic, aquaculture to improve nutrition and food security, and economic activities in the Nation’s EEZ, the U.S. extended continental shelf, and on the high seas. Given that the Nation’s coastal ocean and inland waterways act as gateways of commerce and that the United States has one of the most extensive maritime transportation systems in the world, the ability to effectively navigate, map, chart, and predict ocean variability is critical for maritime security.

The rapid global growth of information dissemination and evolving technologies, including artificial intelligence and satellite remote sensing, has added immense complexity to both national defense (military) and homeland security (law enforcement and safety) challenges, as well as to the emergence of new operations such as automated cargo and naval vessels. An agile, rapid, and economical approach to ocean S&T investment will continue to contribute to national security.

Maritime security for national defense and law enforcement must be strengthened by continued scientific and technological advancement to keep America competitive in an increasingly complex global maritime environment. Developing the next generation of ocean S&T capabilities is a tremendous challenge that must be undertaken to ensure not only the Nation’s maritime security, but its maritime superiority.

Improve Maritime Situational Awareness

Maritime domain awareness and security operations require continuous, near-real-time monitoring of the ocean and its changing conditions. The rapid growth of a range of sensing capabilities can be leveraged for the benefit of ocean sciences and other vital purposes. Increased understanding of the ocean enhances environmental protection, safe navigation of the ocean, and other uses, while providing essential information required for maritime security and military operations. In concert with this is the need to acquire situational awareness and context to better interpret the totality of data.

While an immense amount of data is collected in the physical, chemical, geological, acoustical, and biological observations of the ocean, we can improve the way we both model ocean environments and spark new innovations through the use of newly enabled machine learning and artificial intelligence algorithms. Both advanced hardware and software are required to assimilate and understand new observations, analyze the vast existing amounts of ocean data, and run the integrated models that are used to predict the maritime environment for operational decision-making. Ship-based seafloor and sub-seafloor surveys are now being supplemented by autonomous and remotely operated vehicles to assess the ocean (Box 3.1). Continued development of not only vehicles but autonomous behaviors and technologies is needed to reduce the need for human intervention. The United States should take better advantage of its technological workforce to develop systems for Earth system models, which have unique architecture requirements.

A thorough understanding of a range of oceanographic parameters and their interactions is critical for homeland security and commercial operations to safely operate and deploy in the marine environment. Direct observations of ocean currents, waves, tides, sound propagation, ocean temperature, and salinity provide robust predictive models. Safety at sea for commercial, security, and defense operations is also influenced by factors such as wave height and period, winds over water, and the sudden onset of hazardous conditions compounded by lack of open sea, in situ weather observations.

Remote sensors are unable to observe the ocean depths and existing in situ observation systems are sparse. More diversification in maritime observing systems will better help us establish trends in the maritime environment that are significant to our Nation’s security needs. Accordingly, an important component of this strategy is to maintain and enhance the existing profiling and drifting sensor arrays, expanding capabilities through the addition of sensors, and more flexible and capable platforms. Comprehensive datasets provide essential inputs into ocean models to increase their fidelity, which can be achieved through a more diversified maritime observing sensor suite.

A diverse suite of space-based sensors capable of taking ocean measurements across the usable electromagnetic spectrum will support a wide range of ocean research, ocean models, and help improve forecasts of winds, waves, currents, species distributions, significant weather events, and seasonal to longer-term ocean variability. Measurements must be effectively communicated and aggregated in coupled data assimilative global models of the ocean, atmosphere, and ice to support maritime operations in nearshore and deep-ocean environments.

Such computational capabilities can address the considerable vulnerability to detrimental activities that exist in unobserved locations. Illegal, unregulated, and unreported (IUU) fishing is a risk to marine species and ecosystems, undermines sound management of sustainable fisheries, and poses significant

---

66 Referring to electromagnetic sensing from altitude.
commercial, humanitarian, and security risks. The connection between human trafficking and IUU fishing is already strong, and the Federal government continues to assess the risk of such unmonitored transport for the smuggling of people and materials for criminals and terrorists.

**Box 3.1. Tactical Advantage**

Less than 15% of the world’s ocean floor has been explored. Unmanned underwater vehicles (i.e., gliders) allow researchers to explore more of the ocean, and faster, at a fraction of the cost of a manned submersible or a ship. Gliders are propelled by ocean currents and navigate with fins by diving and surfacing. These gliders have no active propulsion system and can operate to depths of 1,000 meters, for up to four months before retrieval and servicing. Gliders have the ability to provide hundreds of profiles per month, thus freeing oceanographic ships to perform missions in other areas.

The temperature and salinity data collected by the gliders are used by ocean modelers to forecast future environmental ocean conditions. The model forecasts are provided in near-real-time to support strategic, operational, and tactical fleet requirements and activities. These forecasts allow better prediction of ocean currents, density, sea states, and tides, which provide physical battlespace awareness and a common operational picture for U.S. Armed Forces.

*Figure 3.1.* An unmanned underwater vehicle is deployed from a Naval Oceanographic Office (NAVOCEANO) survey vessel. (Image courtesy of U.S. Navy)
Populations reliant on their coastal waters and lacking sufficient modern infrastructure are at risk for loss of food security if IUU fishermen poach fish populations on which these populations depend for sustenance, or if ocean acidification and warming leads to the loss or migration of staple fish stocks. Additional research is needed to understand the scale of both of these problems, develop monitoring and mitigation technologies, and identify effective interventions and policies.

Priorities
- Support the maritime observing framework that ensures diverse sensing capabilities for a range of U.S. end users.
- Sustain oceanographic sensors and autonomous monitoring technologies to enhance data collection under the ocean’s surface and at the surface in all weather conditions to support high-spatial-resolution and near-real-time forecasting of the Earth system (terrestrial and oceanic).
- Pursue new methodologies and/or observing technologies and use of distributed networks of organic, tactical sensors for collection of maritime environment variables.
- Develop inexpensive sensors with low environmental impact for remote sensing studies that enable observations across the electromagnetic spectrum and for full-ocean-depth sensors that exploit the emerging technology that integrates electronics and soft materials (conductive polymers).
- Establish national glider coordination and standards to provide ocean sampling in coastal regions, strong oceanographic currents, and other regions where drifters and floats are impractical.
- Develop advanced computational capabilities to analyze vessel, operator, cargo, and infrastructure data to identify anomalous behaviors in the maritime domain, such as IUU fishing, human migration, at-sea smuggling, transnational maritime criminal activities, etc., to better support appropriate security responses.

Understand a Changing Arctic
Many nations are interested in understanding the Arctic’s harsh environment and its resources. Research into the Arctic is motivated by scientific curiosity and longer-range commercial considerations. Arctic dynamics influence global geophysical and biochemical systems, including freshwater storage and export, ocean-ice-atmospheric interactions, weather and climate dynamics, primary production, and the ocean’s response to acidification, while also shaping human activities in the region. Opinions on the future of Arctic shipping and related activities within the Northwest Passage, the Northern Sea Route, and a potential transpolar route vary. Overall, the changing conditions of the Arctic, particularly the diminishing sea ice, are resulting in increased vessel traffic and extraction of natural resources. These developments impact homeland and national security.

68 Shipboard or in situ sensors that are incorporated into a larger body, and are used to collect and present integrated situational awareness data.
69 For example, the National Oceanographic Partnership Program (NOPP) funded soft materials integration laboratory explores such technology applications for oceanographic sensor development. http://sml.me.cmu.edu/?page_id=44 (accessed September 29, 2018).
operations such as search and rescue, oil spill preparedness and response, and the overall domain awareness necessary to ensure that the Arctic region does not become a seam through which illegal activities can occur undetected.

Accurate operational forecasts of the environment, such as the location of the ice edge, the characteristics and evolution of sea ice, and the wind and wave conditions at the surface, will be critical to safe and efficient operations (defense and commercial) in the Arctic.\textsuperscript{71} To achieve this, Earth system models need to better integrate Arctic ocean, ice, and atmospheric data and incorporate the physical processes, interactions, and feedbacks involved in the seasonal evolution of ice extent, area, thickness, and volume. Improved incorporation of Arctic conditions and processes in coupled Earth system models will help constrain predictions of future conditions. Observational technologies that are specifically designed to function in the Arctic environment will help provide better inputs into these models.

Space-based observation of oceanographic parameters and cryospheric parameters in the Arctic can supplement in situ measurements in the harsh polar environment. Such observations will be increasingly important to understand processes in the marginal ice zones as ice coverage diminishes and the Arctic becomes a commercially viable transportation route. To achieve this, a change in how we approach Earth system models that better integrate Arctic ocean, ice, and atmospheric data must occur, for example, through the use of evolutionary computation\textsuperscript{72} and artificial intelligence. Many of these priorities will be addressed in collaboration with the United States Global Change Research Program (USGCRP) and the Interagency Arctic Research Policy Committee (IARPC).

**Priorities**

- Support integration of pan-Arctic/global knowledge and activities, including validated coupled ocean-ice-atmosphere models for improved Arctic prediction at multiple time scales.
- Improve models for enhanced forecasting and prediction of Arctic weather.
- Promote collaborative networks of researchers, communities, and native peoples to advance and disseminate knowledge and prediction of the sea ice and Arctic weather systems.
- Support domestic and international R&D focused on innovative response technologies and procedures suitable for the Arctic environment.
- Study the use of dispersants and the impacts of petrochemicals and other hazardous materials in order to provide better oil spill response options and protection for Arctic native communities, sea life, and migratory marine mammals.


Maintain and Enhance Marine Transportation

The U.S. Marine Transportation System (MTS) is critical to the economy and national security (Box 3.2). Vital commercial, government (including military), and recreational traffic rely on a safe, secure, and efficient transportation system. The Nation’s maritime critical infrastructure—ports, inland waterways, and systems and structures supporting maritime commerce—contributes some $4.6 trillion in economic activity and millions of jobs each year. This includes about $1.5 trillion of cargo annually through U.S. seaports to and from international trading partners. Ocean S&T can support improved waterway management and safety, expanded shipping infrastructure and vessel capabilities, cyber resilience, and enhanced port operations and productivity. Understanding of cyber vulnerabilities in the maritime domain—both ashore and shipboard, mapping and predicting cyber-threats, as well as developing cyber-resilient options for maritime systems—would support mitigation strategies to manage cyber risks in the MTS.

The maritime community relies on critical data during voyage planning and while transiting through U.S. navigational waterways (e.g., data from the Nationwide Automatic Identification System (NAIS), the Physical Oceanographic Real-Time System (PORTS), and Marine Safety Information (MSI)). Such technologies allow for tracking and monitoring of vessel movements using systems along the coast or, when out of range of terrestrial networks, through a growing number of satellites equipped with automatic identification system (AIS) receivers. The International Maritime Organization’s (IMO) International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) requires AIS to be equipped aboard vessels of 300 or more gross tons engaged in international voyages, and all passenger ships regardless of size. The IMO also requires a similar global system, Long-Range Identification and Tracking (LRIT) for applicable vessels, to provide global identification and tracking in the maritime domain.

In addition to technological advances, the ability to effectively communicate and maintain connections across ocean networks enhances safe navigation, search and rescue operations, and domestic and global trade. This can be achieved through advancing knowledge of the impact of invasive species on maritime transportation, electronic information to support cargo risk assessments, capability to screen cargo at loading, techniques to prevent smuggling of weapons, enhanced container security technologies, and other measures to ensure cargo integrity and in-transit visibility through maritime domain awareness.

---

73 Consists of ocean, coastal, and inland waterways, intermodal connections, and vessels.
77 The NAIS is an automatic tracking system used by ships, Vessel Traffic Services (VTS), and other maritime community users.
78 PORTS is a program of NOAA’s National Ocean Service that supports safe and cost-effective navigation by providing accurate real-time information required to avoid groundings, allisions, and collisions. The information provided at key hubs (currently 31 locations) includes tide/water level, current, wave, meteorological, and bridge clearance information.
79 MSI is currently provided by the U.S. Coast Guard through “Local Notice of Mariners” and via Very High Frequency-Frequency Modulated (VHF-FM) marine band broadcasts.
Priorities

- Modernize the delivery of Marine Safety Information by experimenting with transmitting enhanced MSI (eMSI) via AIS technology for display on integrated bridge systems.
- Support ocean/maritime information sharing and cybersecurity to deploy maritime surveillance and communications in remote regions.
- Support and validate field detection equipment to detect nuclear, chemical, disease, biological, and other threats at ports of entry.
- Develop and validate systems to identify and track vessels failing to transmit required identification signals (e.g., AIS).
- Examine the vulnerabilities and dependencies between national security and sustainable national and international commerce (e.g., stable currency value, safe ship transit, reliable transportation, and enhanced infrastructure).
- Improve port security through diversified monitoring systems (e.g., use of autonomous platforms, monitoring of undersea cables, and improvement of detection technologies at the entrance to the Nation’s ports and other navigable waterways for counter-terrorism evaluation and enhanced maritime security).
- Develop detection/avoidance and low noise technologies for ships to reduce interactions between vessels and marine life (e.g., whales).

Box 3.2. America is a Maritime Nation

- Our Nation enjoys tremendous geographic advantages in its unhindered access to the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, the Gulf of Mexico, and the Arctic region.
- America possesses a vast network and thousands of miles of navigable rivers, canals, and other waterways on which ships and barges carry massive amounts of commodities and products both within the United States and to and from the world market, taking advantage of 360 major ports. For example, 60% of U.S. grain exports are moved by barge for at least part of the journey.80
- The MTS is the economic lifeblood of the American and global economy, and plays an essential role in U.S. national security and economic interests. It enables critical national security sealift capabilities, where it supports U.S. Armed Forces logistical requirements around the globe.
- Any disruption to the MTS, whether man-made or natural, would have a potentially devastating impact on the domestic and global supply chain.
- New technologies can enhance safety and reduce threats, but also often add complexity to vessel designs, propulsion systems, operations, automation, robotics, networked systems, and new methods for offshore natural resource exploration, production, and transportation, which can make the MTS even more vulnerable to disruption.
- The Federal government, in its enduring role of promoting safety, security, and stewardship, safeguards the MTS and helps ensure the uninterrupted flow of maritime commerce.
**Goal IV. Safeguard Human Health**

The ocean provides a vast array of resources, natural products, and ecosystem services that impact human health and support our quality of life. It also provides safe and nutritional sources of food and drinking water, and natural products that ameliorate health issues and offer safer alternatives to cosmetics, anti-fouling agents, pharmaceuticals, and other products. More than 28,000 biochemicals have been isolated from marine species; many are important pharmaceutical products and hundreds of new compounds from the marine environment are discovered each year. Moreover, marine organisms are responsible for approximately 50% of the oxygen in the atmosphere.

Despite these benefits, the ocean also has hazards such as marine pathogens and harmful algal blooms (HABs), both of which can produce toxic chemicals detrimental to human health, and pose a threat to our growing economy. For example, the seafood, restaurant, and tourism industries lose about $82 million dollars every year due to the impacts of HABs. In addition, knowledge gaps impede decision-makers from effectively mitigating emerging threats to human health, such as microscopic plastic (microplastics) debris found in the ocean. Advances in ocean S&T to improve seafood quality and safety, and harness the health benefits of seafood consumption, can benefit communities home and abroad.

Recent advances in ocean S&T have led to discovering new products derived from nature and improving risk management. There is still a need, however, to increase our understanding of ocean dynamics and resources, spur technological innovations, and improve the discovery and responsible use of ocean products and services. This can be accomplished by expanding exploration and discovery into unexplored ocean regions, collecting and studying natural products, and developing improved resource management practices, which can reduce the strain on known resources. Prediction, monitoring, and mitigation capabilities can also allow for a more strategic approach for how we use the ocean.

---


Prevent and Reduce Plastic Pollution

Plastics provide important benefits to our society and are used to make many everyday products, from medical devices to automobile airbags, to cell phones and computers. However, too many plastics—especially single-use plastics—are not properly disposed of and find their way into our oceans and waterways. Other items are lost, abandoned, or discarded at sea, such as derelict fishing gear and other items from vessels or stationary platforms. Once in the marine environment, these plastics are considered to be marine debris. This marine debris leads to wildlife entanglement, animal mortality from ingestion, habitat destruction, water contamination, flooding from clogged drainage systems, impediments to transportation and commerce, and impacts on human health.

Plastic debris is ubiquitous in all marine and freshwater environments, and has been documented globally from rivers and lakes, inland seas, shorelines, the ocean’s surface and water column, coastal and deep-sea sediments, sea ice, and biota. It exists throughout the global ocean due to its durability, global usage, and ease of transport by ocean currents and wind. Marine plastic debris threatens the healthy functioning of coastal, freshwater, and ocean ecosystems, along with the societies and economies reliant upon them. A better understanding of the sources, transport, fate, and impacts of marine plastics will be essential to identifying effective, globally-translatable solutions for marine plastic debris.

Marine plastic debris originates from land-based and sea-based activities. It is estimated that more than half of the plastic in the global ocean originates from five countries: China, Indonesia, Philippines, Vietnam, and Sri Lanka.86 Research suggests that mismanaged plastic waste, including materials from inadequate waste management systems, is the most significant pathway by which land-based sources of debris can reach the ocean.86 Plastics do not mineralize (i.e., chemically break down) once they enter the environment, but instead physically break apart into smaller pieces called microplastics (Box 4.1). Consequently, plastic material remains in marine and freshwater environments for a long period of time, posing a threat to ecosystems, wildlife, humans, and economies across the globe.

Plastic debris can have widespread economic, ecological, and human health impacts. Marine debris can affect several economic sectors including aquaculture, fisheries, coastal tourism, commercial shipping, recreational boating, local coastal governments, and emergency response services. The costs associated with marine debris can be direct (e.g., beach cleanups, fishing gear replacement) or indirect (e.g., reduced revenue for coastal tourism industries, impacts to biodiversity and ecosystem services). Marine debris encounters have been documented for nearly 700 species,87 from coastal vegetation, to plankton, invertebrates, fish, cetaceans, sea turtles, and seabirds. Common wildlife impacts include ingestion, entanglement, transport of non-native species, and habitat damage. Finally, plastic marine debris contains, and can possibly transfer, chemicals having known toxicological effects on humans and wildlife through pathways including ingestion, inhalation, and contact.88 However, the actual
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ecological and human health risks associated with different plastics and their associated chemicals remain largely unknown.89

In order to effectively address marine plastic debris, additional research is needed in a number of areas. One area includes scalable waste management technologies that allow for appropriate containment and safe reuse of plastic waste. Equally important, S&T can support ongoing monitoring, modeling, and research in order to more fully characterize the scope and scale of the marine plastic debris problem. Domestic and international efforts to prevent plastic debris must occur alongside research to understand, and ultimately mitigate, its effects on marine and freshwater ecosystems, humans, and the ocean. Public-private partnerships and collaborative efforts by the public, academia, nongovernmental organizations, non-profit organizations, and government agencies can address this man-made problem to achieve a cleaner future by both preventing and reducing plastic pollution.

Priorities

- Establish reliable and reproducible methods for monitoring marine debris, including the collection, extraction, characterization, and quantification of plastics across various environmental compartments (e.g., shoreline, sea surface, water column, seafloor, and biota) in both marine and freshwater systems.
- Improve understanding of the transport and fate of marine debris within and among environmental compartments as a result of oceanographic processes and the variable processes of degradation, fragmentation, biofouling, and bioaggregation among polymer types.
- Support development of next-generation biodegradable plastics to reduce marine debris impacts on marine life and coastal communities.
- Estimate the risks associated with microplastic exposure for commercial seafood resources and humans to improve the understanding of potential exposure pathways, toxicological mechanisms, and public health concerns.
- Collaborate with industry to evaluate current (and if necessary, develop new) innovative, cost-effective technologies and methodologies to gather, recycle/reuse, and treat plastic waste.

---


Box 4.1. Microplastics Accumulation in the Food Chain

Microplastics are particles of plastic that range in size from 1 nanometer to < 5 millimeters. They can be manufactured for household products or result from larger pieces of marine debris breaking down over time into smaller pieces. It is estimated that 269,000 metric tons of microplastics are floating at or near the surface of the ocean, affecting over 700 marine species. Depending on the material, microplastics may float or sink, contaminating both coastal and deep-sea sediments. Ingestion of microplastics by marine organisms at all trophic levels is well documented. However, there is limited evidence to suggest that microplastics are a relevant exposure pathway for the transfer of persistent organic pollutants into organisms. The transfer of microplastics from marine organisms to humans through seafood consumption may present a risk to human health, yet research is lacking. Likely, plastic-mediated contaminants accumulate due to the preferred binding of persistent organic pollutants (including polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)) to plastic particles. However, the scientific community is still investigating whether microplastics themselves leach into the tissue of marine organisms that consume them. For the coming decade, we should learn how these processes and direct exposure of microplastic chemicals through the food chain ultimately impact human health. In addition, further research is necessary to determine the extent to which microbes in the ocean environment consume persistent plastics and what might be done to enhance the success of such natural processes.

Figure 4.1. Accumulation of microplastics on a shoreline. (Image courtesy of NOAA)
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Improve Forecasts of Marine Contaminants and Pathogens

Ocean chemistry can enhance human well-being by supplying healthy compounds in our food, but it can also put human health at risk, such as by exposing people to toxins. Through state-of-the-art forecasting capabilities of ocean chemicals and conditions, researchers and managers have been able to reduce the risk of threats such as seafood-borne illness (e.g., shellfish and finfish poisoning). Through monitoring levels of known toxins and pathogens, the seafood industry works with local, State, and Federal agencies to provide healthier products and guard against potential human health risks from the ocean. Predictive capabilities depend on research in ocean hydrodynamics, chemical fate and transport, and human reactions to toxins and pathogens. For example, continuous monitoring of temperature and salinity in coastal regions can help predict overgrowth of Vibrio vulnificus, the bacterium responsible for 95% of seafood-related death in the United States. Bacterial infections can result from ingestion of contaminated seafood or enter via the bloodstream by way of open wounds exposed to tainted seawater. Toxin-associated illnesses occur in a similar fashion via ingestion of animals (namely shellfish) that have been feeding on several species of toxin-producing algae.

There are also large uncertainties in contaminant emission rates and ocean-mediated biogeochemical cycling mechanisms. An increased understanding of such processes can better inform consequences such as that of halogens and isoprene emissions from the ocean that can exert significant influences on atmospheric chemistry, including ozone levels. Forecasting ocean biogeochemical and physical cycling is done at multiple spatial and temporal scales. For example, forecasting of waterborne pathogen levels might be necessary over a time scale of days for a specific recreational area, whereas forecasting of contamination levels in fish in a large area such as Lake Superior might change over years to decades. Forecasting tools require accurate estimates of contaminant sources and how these sources change over time, and need to be based on validated models (Box 4.2).

Priorities

- Improve predictive mathematical models of the sources, transport, fate, and degradation of constituents immediately relevant to human health.
- Understand the pathways of human and animal exposure to waterborne pathogens, toxic chemicals, and algal toxins, including oral, dermal, and airborne routes via drinking water, food, recreational water, and aerosols.
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• Advance knowledge of the exchange of chemical contaminants and nutrients between the ocean and the atmosphere, the impacts of the changing ocean, and other contributors to the occurrence, frequency, and severity of human health impacts from constituents relevant to human health.

• Support computational modeling capabilities for bioaccumulation research, especially in pharmacokinetic simulations98 of contaminants threatening water quality and food safety (e.g., per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances).

Box 4.2. Building Forecasting Tools for Human Health

• Contaminants produced in situ, such as biotoxins, require accurate estimates of generation or production rates under different conditions.

• Understanding toxic chemicals requires knowledge of loading rates from direct discharges, nonpoint sources, and indirect pathways such as watershed processes and atmospheric surface exchange, as well as the legacy distribution and amounts of the pollutant within the system resulting from past loading.

• Forecasting of atmospheric deposition requires understanding of atmospheric emissions as well as atmospheric fate and transport processes. Once the loading and/or generation rates are understood, knowledge of the dynamic behavior of the contaminant in the oceanic ecosystem is required.

• Advanced research and technologies require more effective measuring of biological variables and indicators.

Combat Harmful Algal Blooms

Understanding the incidence, severity, and persistence of hazards to human health from oceanic, estuarine, and freshwater areas requires increased observations at multiple spatial and temporal scales. This includes arrays and networks of monitoring sites, in situ measurements from buoys and instrumented moorings, and remotely-sensed data and imagery from aircraft and satellites. An example for this need to enhance monitoring capabilities is the increasing occurrence and spread of HAB events worldwide, including recent highly impactful HAB events in the United States.83

HABs are created by a small subset of naturally occurring microscopic or larger plant-like cyanobacteria or algal species. However, over the past several years in particular, their "blooms" (rapid growth periods) have become more prevalent and severe. The physical, chemical, and biological conditions that influence HAB development and persistence are myriad and may include changes in water temperature, extreme weather events, and precipitation patterns due to climatic changes; runoff and pollution from wastewater systems, urban areas, and agricultural sites; and invasive organisms.

HABs have been reported in every U.S. coastal State and can produce a toxic threat to humans and their local environment. This threat to the seafood and tourism industries calls for improved HAB toxin sensors, monitoring protocols, and quantification of toxins and their chemical structures. Better understanding the source, fate, and spatial and temporal scales of land-based nutrient runoff in relation to HABs will help mitigate these events in coastal and oceanic environments. New technologies based on immunoassays, enzyme inhibition, optical biosensors, nucleic acid amplification, and other novel approaches continue to evolve under government and private funding. Federal leadership is needed on the provision and quality of reference materials (e.g., specimens, toxin standards, and molecular probes) as well as data management and data visualization tools for increased awareness of public health risks and effective response and mitigation strategies.

Policy-makers, public health authorities, and communities need the best available information to minimize current and future exposure to HABs and other known and potential ocean-related health threats. Ongoing R&D should focus on analytical measurements, process understanding, and modeling to provide more reliable, useful, timely, and policy-relevant information.

**Priorities**

- Develop guidelines, testing methods, and rapid response strategies for accurate assessment and mitigation of pathogens, eutrophying chemicals, toxic chemicals, and algal toxins.
- Enhance and transfer new tools and technologies such as omics and bioinformatics into management programs that promote human health and protect humans from HABs and other ocean-related issues.
- Generate data for computational and mathematical model evaluation and improvement to develop risk assessments of HABs and other known and emerging threats to human health.
- Document human and animal exposure, illness, disease, and death related to HABs and other water quality risks.
- Emphasize public access to monitoring data, create user-friendly data formats, and ensure readily available metadata of parameters related to health risks.
- Develop socioeconomic measures to estimate societal costs from exposure to HABs and other ocean-related human health hazards, and share that information with State, local, and tribal groups.

---

Discover Natural Products

While many promising pharmaceutical candidates are produced through synthetic approaches, approximately half of all new pharmaceutical approvals still trace their structural origin to natural products, illustrating the unique structural and chemical diversity found in the ocean environment. A substantial number of natural products with applications in medicine (anti-cancer, anti-viral, anti-fungal, antibiotics), nutrients (dietary supplements, food additives), energy (biofuels), and other beneficial materials (e.g., antifoulant, diagnostics tools, and cosmetics) derive from marine hosts. For example, the Alaskan deep-water green sponge produces molecules that target and kill pancreatic cancer cells in the laboratory. Microbial (bacteria and archaea) and eukaryotic (fungi) symbionts of various marine hosts also produce a wide variety of compounds with potential for drug discovery. The rich diversity of the ocean presents enormous economic and biological potential (Box 4.3). Advances in ocean exploration and non-invasive discovery technologies (e.g., acoustic tools, digital imaging, remote vehicles, deep-diving submersibles, and improved environmental sensors) will enable Americans to leverage such potential, while also mitigating environmental impacts.

Advances in molecular approaches such as metagenomics, metatranscriptomics, and metabolomics will improve the discovery, optimize production, and increase understanding of the mechanisms for how chemicals influence our bodies. Increased computational capabilities and improvements in bioinformatics analyses, as well as open access knowledge and sharing of raw data, will open new doors for harnessing marine natural products.

Priorities

• Continue responsible exploration and discovery of oceanic habitats and associated species, including bacteria, archaea, fungi, microbes, and viruses, to discover natural products and processes that improve human health and the environment.

• Contribute to research on sensors and collection devices for extreme and hostile ocean environments, such as the deep-sea, to facilitate expanded sustainable ocean exploration and discovery.
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• Support the infrastructure (e.g., analytical methods, computer data mining technology, bioinformatics, computational capabilities) to screen, identify, and make sustainable use of beneficial natural products.
• Understand opportunities for increasing macroalgae culturing for use as raw material for beneficial algal bioproducts such as foods and biofuels.
• Accelerate partnerships with private industry and academia to support biosynthetic assembly lines and incubation beds (i.e., demonstration projects) to more rapidly move products to market, and improve mariculture techniques to assure the supply of natural products for R&D.

### Box 4.3. Economic Potential of Marine Natural Products

- Ocean-derived pharmaceuticals are rapidly expanding in the global market, from $4.8 billion in 2011 to a projected global market of marine biotechnology at $6.4 billion by 2025.\(^{103}\)
- Patent applications related to marine genetic material are increasing at a rate of 12% each year, with over 5,000 genes derived from marine organisms already patented.\(^{104}\)
- The Global Marine Pharmaceuticals Clinical Pipeline\(^{105}\) reveals over 30 natural products, which have been Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved or are in Phase III, II, or I of pharmaceutical development.
  - 59% of these compounds are isolated from bacteria associated with marine mollusks or sponges.
  - 80% of these compounds target various cancers.
- Approximately 1,340 new marine natural product compounds were isolated from various marine microbes, invertebrates, and algae in 2015.\(^{81}\)
- There are currently over 20 marine natural products in FDA preclinical trials that target various diseases including bacterial and fungal infections, malaria, tuberculosis, diabetes, cystic fibrosis, and cancer.\(^{106}\)
Goal V. Develop Resilient Coastal Communities

In 2017, the United States experienced the most expensive year on record in terms of natural disasters, causing $306 billion in total damage, of which $265 billion came from hurricanes. Changing climatic conditions can affect the Earth’s hydrological cycle, atmospheric water vapor concentrations, clouds, precipitation patterns, and runoff and stream flow patterns. Flooding and coastal storms can have huge direct costs related to damaged local infrastructure as well as other indirect economic and social costs that affect people throughout the country (Box 5.1). To protect coastal populations and infrastructure, the Nation must find ways to encourage innovation while mitigating risk from storms and other hazards. It is critical to prepare communities for extreme weather using scientific information, adaptive management strategies, and enhanced communication to promote a more resilient weather-ready Nation.

Our coasts and associated communities are economic engines that provide transportation, recreation, tourism, and energy for the millions of people that visit and reside in coastal as well as inland areas. Comprehensive understanding of the coastal and marine ecosystems, forecasting shifts of community vulnerability due to human and natural processes, and embedding that knowledge in decision-making processes that reduce risk and vulnerability and enhance economic prosperity of U.S. communities are long-standing scientific and technological challenges. Science-based information and tools can help coastal communities respond and adapt to a changing ocean.

The economic strength and sustainability of U.S. communities depends on services the ocean provides. Identification and measurement of communities’ strengths and vulnerabilities allow managers and other decision-makers to assess management strategies to build and maintain resilient and prosperous communities, while promoting sustainable economic growth and healthy ecosystems. This baseline information also enables temporal and geographic comparisons of social-ecological systems and associated ecosystem services to understand and forecast the impacts of environmental change on the well-being of human communities for generations to come.

Box 5.1. The Cost of Extreme Events

- In 2017 alone, there were 16 weather and climate related events from drought, flooding, freeze, severe storm, tropical cyclone, or wildfire events in which, for each event, economic damage exceeded $1 billion.\textsuperscript{112}
- Estimated damages from Hurricane Harvey, including property damage, lost wages, and disrupted business, were as much as $125 billion.\textsuperscript{113}
- Superstorm Sandy made landfall on October 29, 2012, devastating coastal communities and causing over $70 billion in property damage and at least 147 direct deaths across the Atlantic basin.\textsuperscript{114}

Figure 5.1. Satellite photos of Ortley Beach, New Jersey, before (top) and after (bottom) Superstorm Sandy. (Images courtesy of NOAA and Google)
Prepare for Natural Disasters and Weather Events

The United States has experienced more than 219 weather and climate disasters since 1980, resulting in the total cost of more than $1.5 trillion\textsuperscript{115} which is about $45 billion per year. Disasters are generally focused and have a disproportionately larger impact on specific locations and communities. Building a weather-ready Nation, where society is prepared for and responds appropriately to extreme weather, water, climate, and environmental threats is critical. Ensuring community resilience in the face of increasing vulnerability requires collaboration across all levels of government, industry, nonprofits, and academia (Box 5.2). Decision support services, along with physical, natural, and social science data and information, can help coastal communities mitigate the impacts from these threats.

Whether on a fair, sunny, and mild day or during an extreme-weather event with potential for loss of life and property destruction, improved decisions contribute to better prepared communities. Nowhere is this more important than in the coastal environment, where there is a need for continued research, support, and data for informed decision-making. Connections to the marine enterprise require relationship building, gathering and streamlining of requirements, and a coordinated approach to decision-support tools. Decision-support tools help build resilience and reduce adverse consequences. This all results in safer and more secure maritime transportation and enhances safe, enjoyable coastal recreation. The goal is a future with minimal weather-related losses of life and property at sea, along our coasts, and within our watersheds.

Box 5.2. Hurricane Harvey

Hurricane Harvey in 2017 resulted in major impacts to lives and property due to extensive flooding from storm surge, unrelenting rainfall, and heavy riverine discharge. Model predictions are not yet able to quantitatively link these three sources of coastal inundation, highlighting a critical gap in capabilities. Addressing the “Harvey-gap” in total coastal water-level prediction and Impact-based Decision Support Services (IDSS) capabilities requires coupled atmosphere-ocean-land-wave models. To address this, efforts are underway to develop a total coastal water plan to conduct modeling in a single estuary beginning in 2018 and expanding to a full national operational capability in 5-10 years. Initial capabilities will focus on water levels with 2-D ocean models; “end products” in the 10-year time frame will have to address navigation and water quality issues with 3D ocean models.

IDSS requires both accurate modeling and an accurate assessment of model uncertainties. Stochastic atmospheric physics and developing strategies for coupled ensemble generation (particularly for non-weather coupled components) are active fields of research that will enhance operational improvement over the next 5-10 years.


Priorities

- Conduct needs assessments to determine status of prediction tools and information already provided, identify existing gaps and enhance the capacity and capability to offer, integrate, display, and disseminate data and information.
- Support and disseminate tools for understanding and translating science to promote resilience-based approaches in ocean and coastal communities, waterborne recreational users, and those experiencing drought and flooding.
- Identify needs, areas for coordination, methods for technology transfer, and develop and implement a suite of integrated marine weather products to provide earlier warning and better highlight hazardous weather conditions at sea, fortify water quality efforts underway, and reduce risk to coastal residents unaware of extreme weather events and storm surge.
- Produce and implement communications and outreach strategies with associated milestones, training tools and media relations platforms delivering technology, resilience, and commerce-related success stories to showcase products and services, increase awareness, educate, and enable adaptation strategies.

Reduce Risk and Vulnerabilities

While natural disasters and weather events are major threats, coastal communities are also at risk because of many other disturbances. In particular, many communities depend on coastal and marine resources for commercial and recreational uses, and changes to those resources provide both risks and opportunities to those industries and activities engaged in those uses. For example, fish populations may migrate along coasts, disrupting areas historically dependent on those populations, and providing new opportunities for other communities. Similarly, coastal economies and ecosystems are often dependent on their beaches and research into pollution discharge, sea level rise, and sediment transport and resulting changes in geomorphology is critical.

The ability of communities to overcome these disruptions depends on reducing risk, and where possible, capitalizing on opportunities by understanding community dependencies, forecasting resource responses to environmental change, and providing options for resource managers and industries to plan for the future. Because our Nation’s security and prosperity is affected by our communities’ access and use of coastal resources (e.g., fisheries, energy, recreation, and cultural heritage), it is important to understand the factors that affect the ability of communities to respond to, and recover from, natural and manmade disturbances. Vulnerability assessments for communities can lead to further risk reduction.

There is interest in better understanding the current state of resilience at multiple scales—from national to local—and the various determining factors that influence community resilience. Community resilience is affected by economic stability and the ability for communities to survive and rebuild in response to diverse challenges and impacts. Coastal communities recognized as highly resilient will attract investment and strengthen the ocean economy.

Understanding how communities change over time requires baseline information to assess vulnerability and resilience historically and into the future. This effort requires collaborative efforts between local community, State, and Federal governments to determine past conditions, current trends, and future projections. Thus, accurate observations, mapping, and ecosystem condition data
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116 More information can be found at: [https://www.epa.gov/aboutepa/about-office-water](https://www.epa.gov/aboutepa/about-office-water) (accessed June 12, 2018).
must be available for modeling and analyses across the entire coastal area.\footnote{Interagency Arctic Research Policy Committee. (2016) Arctic Research Plan FY2017-2021. 8.4 Improve observations, mapping, and charting to support research across the coastal interface. Washington D.C. 46-47. \url{https://www.iarpccollaborations.org/plan/objective/8.4} (accessed April 17, 2018).} This baseline information leads to a better understanding and measure of community vulnerability and resilience.

Whether it be a coastal city planner developing a new 50-year infrastructure plan, or a fisherman preparing for the next season, individuals and communities are often presented with a myriad of choices, some which reduce risk and some which augment risk. Understanding the economic or social drivers that lead to support, opposition, or indifference to specific risk-reduction strategies or community enhancement actions could lead to increased effectiveness and reduced cost for local economies and response entities.

**Priorities**

- Examine community-driven resilience planning that uses the experience, concerns, and needs of industry and stakeholders, and incorporates their perspectives in conjunction with conventional science-supported, public-sector planning efforts.
- Identify and document baseline conditions (e.g., biophysical, economic, ecological, social, and cultural) and biophysical indicators for use in assessments of environmental and natural hazards, catastrophic events, cumulative effects, and community vulnerability and resilience.
- Examine how environmental hazards, including a changing climate and rising sea level, along our coasts are affecting American communities (e.g., economic, ecological, social, and cultural) at varied scales, resulting in questions concerning financial and social vulnerabilities to certain populations.
- Understand, describe, and quantify where possible, social vulnerability and the factors that contribute to the resilience of communities that depend upon and engage with coastal and marine resources.
- Assess how future conditions and changes to the environment could interact with hazards and catastrophic events, and affect community vulnerability, resilience, and continuity.
- Describe and evaluate effects of key drivers on community and economic resilience (e.g., presence/absence, application, consistency, compliance, and effectiveness of planning and construction laws, regulations, ordinances, codes, and practices; barriers and effectiveness of incentive mechanisms, and existing socioeconomic conditions of populations).
- Research the risks of ocean acidification and other ocean changes as they relate to at-risk populations, food security, and the implications for humanitarian crises.
Empower Local and Regional Decision-Making

For a coastal community to be resilient, it must build capacity to respond to disturbances. This requires a better understanding of the particular characteristics of the community and industries, as well as information to support dynamic risk assessment and cost-benefit analysis of local and regional trade-offs. The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development defines capacity development as the “process by which individuals, groups, organizations, institutions, and societies increase their abilities to: (1) perform core functions, solve problems, define, and achieve objectives; and (2) understand and deal with their development needs in a broad context and in a sustainable manner.” In alignment with the other national initiatives (e.g., National Preparedness Goal), research, technical assistance, and capacity development actions should be fostered to understand existing conditions and address deficiencies for coastal community and economic resilience across multiple scales.

There is no “one size fits all” to understanding, measuring, or developing capacity for community resilience. Rather, developing capacity is context and location specific and depends on a community’s physical, social, economic, and cultural characteristics, which vary from place to place, by region, and through time. Access to local and regional specific data, including traditional, indigenous, or local knowledge, and data tools can assist effective decision-making when planning for the future of coastal communities.

Arising coastal issues, including management towards sustainable fisheries and ecosystems, are often best addressed holistically. There is a growing body of case studies where both Western science and traditional ecological knowledge have effectively been applied to the marine realm, including coastal regions employing partnerships with local and regional tribal organizations. Federal agencies should develop best practices for such partnerships and seek to expand partnerships in the coming decade.

The complex interconnections between humans and marine ecosystems also require a better understanding of their spatial and temporal scales. Research that considers all the drivers influencing a resource is better equipped to provide government, industry, nonprofits, and academia a more accurate understanding of marine resource-based economies and their challenges and opportunities for growth. Such greater understanding will provide more realistic situational awareness of our coastal and marine resources so that coastal communities and marine industries can appropriately prepare for and adapt to changes. Capacity building depends on incorporating stakeholders who are dependent on marine resources into resilience planning.

Incentive programs can aid in the acceptance of program requirements by offsetting real or perceived costs, but may not be adopted for reasons that are still not understood. Applied economics, psychology, and decision science can help determine what makes something acceptable and why, how opinions are formed and influenced by others, and ultimately which decision made by an individual or a community is refused or adopted.

---


Priorities

- Examine incentives and successful adoption of specific programs or concepts across segments of a community (e.g., by population characteristics, such as age, gender, profession, income, and education). Identify and inform decision-makers of specific incentives and disincentives related to actions to further improve community recovery and adaptation capabilities.
- Assess and evaluate existing and potential community-level adaptations to environmental variability and change to understand what elements are most effective in mitigating impacts and what factors are most important in adoption of those adaptation measures.
- Develop capacity to deliver research results and culturally relevant products to all communities at risk (e.g., translating scientific jargon, evaluating and communicating risk).
- Determine methods and incentives for increasing capacity for communities to effectively evaluate and improve their resilience in alignment with their own specific needs and objectives.
- Develop observation and monitoring systems, tools, and delivery mechanisms to evaluate scenarios, and to enable better decisions, in terms of social, ecological, cultural, and economic health and well-being taking into consideration the probabilities of the scenarios.
Moving Forward

This document establishes a vision for the Federal ocean S&T enterprise, in partnership with the broader ocean community, for the 2018-2028 decade. The outlined priorities are intended to guide the development of future Federal ocean research implementation plans within each agency. It also encourages Federal agencies’ collaboration with State and local governments, academia, private industry, and nongovernmental organizations to leverage non-Federal resources and support related non-Federal efforts. Its success will require an engaged, informed, and coordinated ocean community as a concerted effort is essential to advancing ocean S&T and improving application of that understanding for the benefit of the Nation.

This document does not prescribe metrics and agency-specific tasks. Instead, it offers direction in the form of priorities. These priorities were designed to promote research that contributes to greater understanding of ocean issues and variability, addresses relevant needs of resource managers and mandates of governing entities, encourages partnerships to expand the Nation’s capabilities, and positively impacts national and economic security.

Advancing national ocean R&D priorities requires a coast-to-coast effort. These priorities vary across regions, as do the ways in which different regional organizations address them. This document acts as a guide to identify areas requiring national attention, while recognizing the need for flexibility.

Learning from the Last Decade

This 2018 vision for U.S. ocean S&T builds off the 2007 plan, aiming to advance the achievements and progress developed during the past 10 years. For example, the prior plan identified the need to forecast ocean and ocean-influenced processes and phenomena to produce better decision-making tools. This document advances such efforts to strengthen decision-making processes by incorporating socioeconomic and regionally specific data. A significant area of growth in the last decade is the establishment of a coordinated national and international network of observations with associated data transmission, data management and communications, and data analyses and modeling capabilities. We have collected an enormous amount of data about our oceans and coasts, and this document addresses the need to obtain, analyze, and manage such Big Data.

Some identified research priorities in the previous plan remain as continued objectives, while many of the priorities are even more relevant today. For example, the 2007 plan called for advancing modeling capabilities to improve “understanding and forecasting the response of natural and constructed landscapes and ecosystems to extreme weather events, natural disasters, and changing ocean conditions to inform hazard mitigation and response plans, support navigation safety.” In light of 2017’s hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria, their aftermath, as well as the continued rise in Presidential Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Disaster Declarations in response to extreme weather and hazardous events, this priority remains just as crucial to continue the momentum toward improved predictions and proactive measures such as expedited warning and response time.

---

Areas of Immediate Opportunity

Managing ocean S&T innovation is a long-term pursuit. There is, however, a need for balancing short-term research to address immediate needs or potential concerns, with long-term R&D efforts to understand the fundamental ocean system and inform major challenges and decision-making. As technologies advance and research priorities shift, it is important to ensure that a balanced approach is taken between longer-term goals and areas of immediate opportunity.

Five recurrent topics emerged from the goals and objectives described in this document that provide focus for initial research and technology opportunities. These areas surfaced from Federal agencies with interest and responsibilities linked to the ocean, and thus represent synergy across Federal agencies and immediate areas of coordination and collaboration. They are not exclusive of other efforts directed to the full suite of longer-term research and technology activities. These areas resulted from criteria that include impact of the work, urgency of the research and technology, availability of funds, and partnerships and collaborations across agencies and the broader scientific community.

1. Fully integrate Big Data approaches in Earth system science

Big Data is revolutionizing the way scientists and the public approach and study the ocean in the Earth system. However, scientific communities often use Big Data for research objectives and require their data to be in a specific format, or the data is not made publically available in due course. As a result, many long-term measurements and models are not accessible to non-academic institutions and businesses. Sources of ocean-related Big Data in ocean sciences include the large amounts of multi-dimensional measurements on a wide range of ocean variables collected by remote and in situ sensors across the globe. Big Data can also include biological information in the form of genetics as well as high-resolution, verified model simulations of global, regional, and local ocean processes. Full accessibility and use of Big Data capabilities provides opportunities for new and strong collaborations between the observational, modeling, scientific, and technological communities, resulting in novel findings through deployment of cloud infrastructure, data-analytic tools, data-mining algorithms, and scalable workflow frameworks. For example, certain Big Data analyses can be used to combat illegal fishing by increasing enforcement efficiency through rapid identification of illegal vessels, and complementing concrete resources such as manpower, ships, and planes.121

2. Advance monitoring and predictive modeling capabilities

Advances in understanding coupled and nonlinear ocean, atmosphere, land, and ice phenomena and variations are required to monitor the environment and predict future changes. These models, and the expanded ocean observing data on which they rely, are significantly enhanced by improving computational resources and enabling ensemble simulation approaches to forecasting. Recent hurricane events clearly illustrate that research efforts aimed at improving coupled ocean-coastal-hydrology models for total water and storm surge prediction capability is of high priority and critical to the preparedness of the Nation. A combination of existing and emergent technologies and modeling capabilities is required to further elucidate oceanographic systems, future trajectories and uncertainties, and the connections among Earth system components. For example, building a weather-

ready Nation requires ports and open ocean transit systems to continuously include weather, water, climate, and environmental data and information into decision-making and planning to ensure safe, secure, and efficient maritime commerce. Unified efforts should target the establishment of common and interoperable frameworks that allow for efficient model execution on scalable computing systems, as well as interdisciplinary application and standardized interface with Earth system observations.

### 3. Improve data integration in decision-support tools

Understanding and managing the interactions of the human dimensions within the Earth system needs to be enhanced in the coming decade. Decision-making pertaining to ocean use and conservation issues is challenged by increasing complexities of economic variability, ecosystem features, and community diversity. The situation is becoming more challenging as the number and types of ocean users increase, while interdependencies between the ocean’s ecosystems and human well-being continue to grow. Decisions will need to directly address the role of humans as shaping modern seascapes and coastal landscapes. For example, physical, biological, and socioeconomic models can be coupled with various Earth system models of potential impacts or benefits to people, industry, and the surrounding ecosystems to evaluate alternative management approaches. Science, research, and technology will be most useful for citizens if the results and the implications of those results are broadly understandable and communicated, and made easily accessible. Decision-support tools and allied approaches will help both individuals and their communities ensure their viability now and in the future.

### 4. Support ocean exploration and characterization

Advances in ocean S&T within the coming decade will allow us to better explore our ocean and better understand our environment, such as improved seafloor mapping to better inform maritime transportation operations. While ocean exploration includes assessing physical and ecological characteristics, recent technological advancements in molecular tools collectively referred to as omics, has the promise to revolutionize our ability to explore, sample, and efficiently characterize the biodiversity of the ocean. Through omics it has been possible to characterize and quantify the distribution and function of several organisms in ocean ecosystems through space and time, and explore organisms for natural products discovery. The declining cost and rapid increase in omics technologies offer new opportunities to address pressing needs in ocean science. Further development of eDNA and other omics approaches to interpret the marine environment are likely to provide a high return on investment. Although there are sampling and cyberinfrastructure challenges for the coming decade, it is currently possible to address critical questions from managers and stakeholders. One example is how omics data can be used and/or coupled with models to effectively monitor and predict ecosystem changes and their consequences, as well as to manage marine resources such as fisheries. eDNA is one technology that can be better developed to help facilitate fine-scale geographic and
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temporal mapping of fish populations to assess fisheries management effectiveness.\textsuperscript{124} The discovery of natural products is essential for the development of new therapeutics, nutrients, energy, ecological processes, and other beneficial products and technologies derived from a variety of marine hosts. Exploration, discovery, and assessment of marine resources, processes, and ecosystem structure and function, are vital to capitalize on economic opportunities, human health, and environmental resilience, among others.

5. **Support ongoing research and technology partnerships**

Advancing the Nation’s ocean S&T enterprise described in this document requires effective collaboration of all organizations involved in ocean science. Participation of local, tribal, State, and regional governance entities will ensure that national ocean priorities incorporate the needs of specific areas or groups. Involvement of academic institutions provides scientific innovation and peer review, helps identify and address pressing research questions, and shapes society’s interaction with the ocean by communicating ocean science directly to the public. Increasing partnerships across government, nongovernment, international, and the private sectors prevents duplicative efforts, strengthens resources and opportunities, helps prioritize ocean science, and promotes an ocean-literate public. For example, programs have successfully used partnerships with Federal agencies, academia, industry, State, local, and tribal governments, and nongovernmental organizations to increase ocean-related knowledge for the purposes of promoting national security, advancing economic development, protecting the marine environment, enhancing quality of life, and strengthening science education and communication.\textsuperscript{125}


\textsuperscript{125} An example of such collaborative programs is the National Oceanographic Partnership Program (NOPP). More information can be found at: \url{http://www.nopp.org/} (accessed June 1, 2018).
Summary of Stakeholder Engagement

Multiple writing teams contributed in the drafting of this document. Additionally, many mechanisms were used to solicit feedback from outside stakeholders. In addition to the public input period, the SOST presented the prospectus during Town Halls of five widely-attended conferences in 2017. The input gathered by these outreach efforts assisted in crafting the overall content of the document.

SOST collected input from the public on the draft report following the June 2018 Federal Register Notice for public comment. SOST incorporated changes, as appropriate, to reflect those public comments into the final report. A total of 50 public comment submissions were received from individuals and groups from academia, private industry, non-profit organizations, Federal and State governments, and the public. Reviewers considered all comments and incorporated the feedback as appropriate into the final document.
To: oceandecadalvision@ostp.eop.gov

NAML Response to
Draft SOST Report Entitled
Science and Technology for America’s Oceans: A Decadal Vision
August 7, 2018

The National Association of Marine Laboratories (NAML) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the draft report entitled, Science and Technology for America’s Oceans: A Decadal Vision prepared by the National Science and Technology Council’s Committee on Environment, Subcommittee on Ocean Science and Technology (SOST). NAML represents a network of over 100 marine and Great Lakes laboratories developed over the years through investments made by federal, state, local and private sector entities. The National Academies’ Sea Change – 2015-2025 Decadal Survey of Ocean Sciences report recognized the value and vital role that marine laboratories play in addressing many key priority research areas, while at the same time educating and informing learners of all ages. Many of the research priorities addressed by marine labs are well aligned with those identified in this new Decadal Vision. In addition, NAML believes all of the recommendations made in this response are consistent with the Administration’s FY 2020 research and development priorities released on July 31, 2018 (OMB Memorandum M-18-22).

Extramural Support for Ocean, Coastal, and Great Lakes Research and Education -- The ocean, coastal, and Great Lakes research and education community has undertaken the challenge of exploring the ocean domain and has produced a remarkable surge in understanding the physics, biology, and chemistry of the ocean, and the geology and geophysics at and beneath the seafloor. Technological advances have fueled much of the increase in knowledge. Satellites and autonomous sensor systems have revealed a dynamic global ocean system on unprecedented temporal and spatial scales, chemists have detected significant declines in ocean pH, and biologists have studied the impact of this change in ocean chemistry on marine species and ecosystems. Geologists have documented eruptions on the deep seafloor and discovered microbial communities beneath the seafloor.

These developments have been made possible by investments in basic and applied research, development and application of new technologies, oceanographic infrastructure, observing systems, marine laboratories, cyberinfrastructure, and sample and data repositories. Substantial fundamental advances have arisen from programs that cross traditional disciplinary boundaries, bringing together scientists from many fields, research institutions, federal agencies, and other countries. Such efforts have yielded insights into the global ocean system and have informed policymakers, the private sector, and the public about future opportunities, and limits, of the ocean as a resource. Innovation and research require access to the oceans and Great Lakes. In order for America to continue its leadership in ocean, coastal and Great Lakes research, we must maintain an up-to-date fleet of academic research vessels, well-equipped with instruments to enable scientists and engineers to work in environments from the coasts to the deepest and most remote oceans.

NAML strongly urges the SOST to include a recommendation that calls for the Federal Government to significantly strengthen its investment in extramural, merit-based, competitive research, infrastructure, and education via NSF, NOAA, ONR, NASA, EPA, DOI, and other ocean, coastal, and Great Lakes related agencies.
Ocean, Coastal, and Great Lakes Research -- As stated in *Prospectus: Ocean Research in the Coming Decade*, “...the purpose of the Plan is to provide up-to-date, cohesive, and strategic guidance for the Federal ocean S&T enterprise. That guidance must be informed by and in alignment with the broader ocean S&T community...”. The draft report is a decadal vision statement for all relevant Federal agencies including the National Science Foundation (NSF) with a mission of supporting cutting edge fundamental research across all fields of science and engineering; the Office of Naval Research (ONR) which supports at sea research and technology development to meet national security challenges; the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to understand and predict changes in climate, weather, oceans and coasts and to use that knowledge to conserve and manage coastal and marine resources; and other key agencies including EPA, USGS, BOEM, etc. We believe the final version of this report should be a balanced presentation of the ocean science and technology interests of these and other relevant Federal agencies.

*Sea Change* was prepared for the National Science Foundation. However, the science priorities in *Sea Change* reflect the consensus view of the larger ocean sciences community. **NAML recommends that Sea Change science priorities be incorporated into the final version of Science and Technology for America’s Oceans: A Decadal Vision. NAML also specifically recommends the final report expand its discussion on the following important issues:**

- U.S.-based aquaculture to reduce the ever-increasing deficit in foreign seafood imports, to advance seafood security and opportunities for economic growth;
- Oceanographic and geochemical exploration and associated technology development to advance national security, commerce and domestic energy independence;
- Data collection and adaptive management strategies to increase the productivity and sustainability of marine fisheries and social-economic activities of U.S. coastal exclusive economic zones;
- Comprehensive understanding of ecosystems which support fisheries and other social-economic drivers;
- Defining the impacts and causative factors for shifting environmental regimes to inform risk management of critical defense, transportation, civic and business infrastructure along U.S. coastlines;
- Discovery and innovation in biological, chemical, geological and physical marine sciences to support advancement of human and environment health and social-economic objectives; and
- Education and outreach connecting scientists, students, public and civic leaders with leading edge science, environmental intelligence, and professional training that contributes to the management and stewardship of our oceans, coastal zones and Great Lakes.

While the draft report defines "oceans" as including the Great Lakes, NAML believes there are pressing research questions related to the Great Lakes that deserve specific attention in the final version of this report. The Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem is the largest body of freshwater in the world. More than 35 million people live in the Basin and depend upon its natural resources and the economic benefit this transportation network. Through the International Joint Commission (IJC), the U.S., and Canada work together on the management of the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem. EPA and other entities are engaged in developing the next Great Lakes Restoration Initiative (GLRI) Action Plan. The final version of the SOST report should complement the GLRI Action Plan and the work of the IJC. SOST should also support an effort to address joint U.S.-Canadian research, education, and infrastructure needs for the Great Lakes in a manner comparable to *Sea Change*. 
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**Education and Workforce Development** -- The draft report notes the importance of “an educated, diverse, and dynamic ‘blue’ workforce.” NAML strongly supports the need to enhance ocean STEM education to ensure that all citizens recognize the reciprocal effects of the oceans, coasts and Great Lakes on their own lives and the impacts citizens have on these environments. American capabilities begin with discoveries made in science and technology, and our future competitiveness relies on a continuous supply of talented scientists and engineers. Our academic ocean and coastal enterprise is vital for teaching, training and preparing new generations of experts. We need to ensure that academic programs are supported to fully prepare students to enter the workforce with the knowledge and experience they need to fuel the American ocean enterprise. Additionally, we must provide formal and informal research and training opportunities for students at the K-12 and collegiate levels of education and beyond to ensure a technically qualified, and ethnically diverse workforce capable of solving problems related to the protection, restoration and management of coastal and ocean ecosystems, climate variability, and other societal challenges and needs. A key feature of our marine and freshwater laboratories is the place-based hands-on education and training provided involving all disciplines. This helps prepare our youth to address complex ocean, coastal, and Great Lakes challenges.

**Concluding Thoughts** -- International competition is challenging U.S. leadership in science, engineering and technology. The National Science Board *Science and Engineering Indicators 2018* documents the declining trajectory in U.S. R&D investments, which threatens our global leadership. Investing in science and technology that relates to our oceans, coasts, and Great Lakes can help restore U.S. R&D primacy. We appreciate that the final report cannot cover all ocean, coastal, and Great Lakes issues. The goal is to address issues that Federal agencies and the ocean community identify as opportunities to make the most progress in advancing science, technology, and innovation for societal benefit in the coming decade. NAML’s comments are offered in the hope they will broaden and strengthen the vision in the report and result in a stronger, more vibrant ocean, coastal, and Great Lakes enterprise.

---

Dr. Robert Cowen
President
National Association of Marine Laboratories
July 31, 2018
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES

FROM: MICK MULVANEY
DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

MICHAEL KRATSIOS
DEPUTY ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY

SUBJECT: FY 2020 Administration Research and Development Budget Priorities

The United States is a nation of thinkers, inventors, and entrepreneurs. Empowered by free-market capitalism and driven by bold ideas, Americans created an ecosystem of innovation that is the envy of the world, advancing science and technology and making the Nation prosperous and strong. America brought the miracle of electric light to people’s homes, placed millennia of knowledge in people’s pockets, and put men on the Moon and brought them safely back to Earth.

Building on a foundation of Federal research and development (R&D) investments, America will also be the nation that leads in today’s emerging technologies, from artificial intelligence (AI) and quantum computing, to biotechnology, advanced wireless communications, and space commercialization.

Federal R&D dollars focused primarily on basic and early-stage applied research, paired with targeted deregulation, and investment in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education and workforce development, will strengthen the Nation’s innovation base and position the United States for unparalleled job growth, continued prosperity, and national security.

This memorandum highlights the Administration’s R&D priorities and provides guidance to agencies as they formulate their Fiscal Year 2020 budget submissions. This memorandum also details priority practices to effectively leverage R&D resources, including R&D workforce and infrastructure.
R&D Priority Areas

Security of the American People

In the National Security Strategy, the President calls for leadership in research, technology, invention, and innovation to “ensure we will be able to fight and win the wars of the future.” As adversaries leverage emerging technologies to threaten the nation, it is imperative that we invest in R&D to maintain military superiority and keep the American people safe. This requires prioritized investment in AI, autonomous systems, hypersonics, a modernized nuclear deterrent, and advanced microelectronics, computing, and cyber capabilities. Advanced cyber capabilities at scale require investment in new computing and technology paradigms, including adaptive and automated defensive measures.

Agencies should also invest in R&D to improve the security and resilience of the Nation and its critical infrastructure from natural hazards, physical threats, cyber-attacks, and emerging threats from autonomous systems and biological agents. In order to develop stronger air, land, and maritime border defenses, agencies should invest in technologies for border surveillance and capabilities to detect and interdict illegal activity, including the smuggling of contraband or other illicit materials. Agencies should enhance decision-making before, during, and after natural disasters by investing in geospatial decision support tools and innovative approaches to improve weather prediction.

American Leadership in Artificial Intelligence, Quantum Information Sciences, and Strategic Computing

Continued leadership in AI, quantum information science (QIS), and strategic computing is critically important to our national security and economic competitiveness. Advances in these areas promise opportunities for major scientific breakthroughs and are quickly transforming American life and industry. Agencies should invest in fundamental and applied AI research, including machine learning, autonomous systems, and applications at the human-technology frontier. Agencies should prioritize QIS R&D, which will build the technical and scientific base necessary to explore the next generation of QIS theory, devices, and applications. Agencies should prioritize investment in research and infrastructure to maintain U.S. leadership in strategic computing, from edge devices to high-performance computing, that accelerates delivery of low-power, high-performance devices; supports a national high-performance computing ecosystem; and explores novel pathways to advance computing in a post-Moore’s Law era.

American Connectivity and Autonomy

Advanced communications networks, including 5G wireless networks and beyond, will be critical to an increasingly connected society. Agencies should support the development and deployment of these networks, including by prioritizing R&D to manage spectrum, secure networks, and increase access to high-speed internet. Connected systems, including autonomous and unmanned systems such as drones and self-driving cars, rely heavily on robust and secure connectivity to provide novel, low-cost capabilities across a broad range of commercial sectors, including transportation. Additional R&D is needed to safely and efficiently integrate autonomous driving systems and unmanned aircraft systems (UAS), including urban air mobility aircraft, onto our roadways and into the national airspace. Specifically, agencies should prioritize R&D to lower barriers to the deployment of autonomous vehicles and to develop operating standards and a traffic management system for UAS.
American Manufacturing

The next generation of manufacturing technologies will help keep jobs in America, ensure products are made in America, and strengthen our national manufacturing industrial base. Priority technology areas for agency investment include smart and digital manufacturing, and advanced industrial robotics, especially systems enabled by the industrial internet of things (IoT), machine learning, and AI. Agencies should also invest in the development of advanced materials and the associated processing technologies, including high performance materials, critical materials, and additive manufacturing. Agencies should invest in R&D of methods for low-cost distributed manufacturing and continuous manufacturing, including investments in bio-based manufacturing to ensure domestic access to needed medicines. In order for the United States to maintain leadership in semiconductor design and fabrication, including assured access to advanced microelectronics, agencies should work in collaboration, and, when appropriate, in partnership, with industry to develop new design tools, materials, devices, interconnect solutions, and architectures needed for future computing and storage paradigms.

American Space Exploration & Commercialization

Research and innovation in space have a direct impact on Earth, generating advancements in our basic understanding of the universe and our own planet, and inspiring the next generation of scientists and engineers. Research investments should be focused on ensuring American leadership in space for long-duration spaceflight, in-space manufacturing, in-situ resource utilization, long-term cryogenic fuel storage and management, and advanced space-related power and propulsion capabilities. Agencies should prioritize demonstrations and flight tests to ensure an industrial base for commercial activity in space and on celestial bodies. One area of potential scientific and commercial importance is microgravity-related research that has the potential for near-term breakthroughs in biopharmaceuticals and materials science. Finally, agencies should seek opportunities to work with advanced materials, additive manufacturing, optical communications, and machine learning—capabilities that have broad potential applications in space and on Earth.

American Energy Dominance

Fueling America’s greatness requires access to domestic sources of clean, affordable, and reliable energy. Unleashing these abundant energy resources will require investment in next-generation energy technologies to efficiently convert them into useful energy services (e.g., light, heat, mobility, power, etc.). Agencies should invest in early-stage, innovative technologies that show promise in harnessing American energy resources safely and efficiently. Federally funded energy R&D should continue to reflect an increased reliance on the private sector to fund later-stage research, development, and commercialization of energy technologies. Agencies should invest in user facilities that can improve collaboration with industry and academia and achieve advancements across the full spectrum of discovery, from incremental improvements to game-changing breakthroughs.

American Medical Innovation

Billions of people around the world benefit from American medical breakthroughs. Agencies should prioritize basic medical research, particularly for personalized medicine, areas underserved by industry, disease prevention and health promotion, and the translation of these biomedical discoveries into life-saving diagnostics, treatments, and cures. Agencies should work together to
ensure health data security, interoperability, accessibility, and portability—including data generated through emerging medical technologies. Federally funded R&D should continue to support efforts to combat the opioid crisis, contain infectious diseases, and confront other public health threats. Agencies should prioritize R&D efforts that will lead to more efficient and effective healthcare for veterans, with a particular focus on mental health and suicide prevention. Agencies should also invest to enhance the independence, safety, well-being, and health of aging adults and those with disabilities.

**American Agriculture**

American agriculture is the most productive in the world, largely due to a long history of R&D investments that yielded vast improvements in crop efficiency, nutrition, resilience, and variety. Agencies should prioritize R&D that enables advanced and precision agriculture and aquaculture technologies, including the use of embedded sensors, data analytics, and machine learning techniques to minimize agricultural inputs and maximize the quantity and quality of agricultural products. Agencies should prioritize investments in pre-competitive research regarding the safety of microorganisms, plants, and animals developed using gene editing, in order to greater leverage biotechnology products for agriculture.

**R&D Priority Practices**

**Educating and Training a Workforce for the 21st Century Economy**

An American workforce capable of succeeding in the 21st century economy will require adaptability to the increasingly technical nature of work across all employment sectors and ongoing technical training. Experiential learning, such as apprenticeships, internships, job-shadows, and other employer-educator partnerships will help ensure the alignment of curriculum with workplace demands. Agencies should prioritize initiatives that reskill Americans for the jobs of today and the future. Education in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM), including computer science, will be foundational to preparing America’s future workforce, and should be integrated into instruction through application to real world challenges. Agencies should work to ensure the STEM workforce includes all Americans, including those from urban and rural areas as well as underrepresented groups.

**Managing and Modernizing R&D Infrastructure**

State-of-the-art Federal science and technology infrastructure is critical to the continued success of our Nation. Maintaining these assets requires on-going investments to ensure the Nation has the most up-to-date capabilities managed in the most efficient manner. Agencies should prioritize infrastructure investments that enable shared resources and improve capabilities across a range of disciplines. Innovative management approaches that enable a broad set of users, outside of government as well as within, should also be prioritized. Long-term stewardship of scientific infrastructure also necessitates that agencies decommission or divest out-of-date or obsolete facilities quickly and efficiently.

**Maximizing Interagency Coordination and Cross-Disciplinary Collaboration**

Coordinated interagency initiatives play an important role in achieving national R&D priorities. The National Science and Technology Council (NSTC) is the primary means to coordinate high
priority science and technology initiatives across the Federal government, and agencies should leverage the NSTC to coordinate and plan their R&D programs. Additionally, agencies should support cross-disciplinary teams and novel programs that allow experts from a variety of disciplines to converge on shared challenges, combining their strengths to uncover new and innovative solutions to difficult problems.

**Transferring Technology from Laboratory to Marketplace**

Federally funded R&D can lead to transformative products and services that solve problems from the boardroom to the classroom. Agencies should continue to focus on the basic and early-stage applied research that provides the fundamental building blocks of new technological advances, and expand efforts that empower the private sector to accelerate the transfer of research discoveries from the laboratory to the marketplace. Agency budget proposals should prioritize and highlight lab-to-market initiatives, such as efforts to identify more efficient regulatory and administrative approaches to technology transfer, enhancements to small business innovation programs, entrepreneurial workforce development initiatives, and other programs that improve the transition of federally funded technologies from discovery to practical use.

**Partnering with Industry and Academia**

The U.S. R&D enterprise requires a strong foundation of academic, industry, and government collaboration. Agencies should engage in public-private collaborations to help align basic research with future private sector needs, establish testbeds and datasets reflective of real-world conditions, transfer techniques and technologies across sectors, and more quickly diffuse basic research results to the private sector. Agencies should consider methods to reduce regulatory and administrative barriers and align incentives to engage with non-Federal actors, including through personnel exchanges and acquisition reform. Innovative partnership models involving other agencies, state and local governments, the private sector, academia, and international parties can help maximize utilization of Federal facilities and lead to sharing the costs of new R&D facilities. Agencies should seek to rapidly field innovative technologies from the private sector, where possible, that are easily adaptable to Federal needs, rather than reinventing solutions in parallel.